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Dear Readers,
If there is anything I dislike most it is a publication without direction. After all, one does not simply
walk without direction. Luckily, you have in your hands a vector of sorts; it is poised to rocket you into
darker, unknown territories and to illuminate that darkness. We—the editors—have chosen a theme
for the Fall 2015 edition of Forbes & Fifth that will speak specifically to you, our readers: “Millennials.”
Articles, like lamps, burn brighter when they are grouped together, for powerful illumination is rarely
an isolated phenomenon. Because of the nature of illumination, we have compiled a series of articles
dealing with Millennial themes. We Millennials face unprecedented challenges no other generation
has ever had before, and with those challenges come the darkness of the unknown. However, we are
confident that “Millennials” is both walking toward illumination with direction and with the stamina
of Tom Hanks in Carly Rae Jepsen’s “I Really (Really Really Really Really Really) Like You” music
video.
With that said, we do understand that reading over 140 pages of our vector is not necessarily palatable
to the average reader. In fact, it is easier to believe that most readers cling to middlebrow texts like a
drunkard clings to a streetlight—for support and not for illumination.
Don’t be the drunkard—be the streetlight.
Forbes & Fifth is pleased to present to you a new direction, a new future, and—thanks to our
designer—a new look. It is our deepest hope that this aim has been successful.
Happy reading.

Katherine Mooney
Editor-in-Chief

Hello Readers,
With volume 7 of Forbes & Fifth, we wanted to present to readers something that was new and
different because, as millennials, don’t we consider ourselves to be just that—new and different? What
previous generations conversed with one another through grainy ten second images of their faces and
heart-eyed cat emojis? None. So to attract the attentions of our trendsetting selves and peers we have
made this issue bigger, brighter, and far more magenta.
I used our cover artist’s screen prints to create a visual theme, present in each title design, and to create
a color scheme with a distinctly contemporary feel. My goal was to use these brightly colored feathers
and magenta blood splatters to grab our millennial readers’ attention. After all, nothing says “read me”
quite like pink blood on a title page.
It is my hope, as the designer, that the theme and piece-specific title pages will appeal not only to
our readers, but also to our writers. I was kindly allowed to assist in submission selection so it was
important to me to create designs, for those chosen for publication, that clearly had the pieces’ content
in mind. The pieces are beautifully written and, hopefully now, are also beautiful looking. I wanted
each design to borrow a bit of love from “Big Bird’s Love Nest” to send forth to the writers and readers
as a show of appreciation and a thank you for neglecting Buzzfeed quizzes in order to spend some time
with Forbes & Fifth.
So whether you are holding our yellow, black, or magenta issue of Forbes & Fifth volume 7, I hope the
care with which it was made can be felt. We love it, we hope you will love it, and if you don’t we would
also like to take this opportunity to remind you that in some cases lying is okay. Thank you to everyone
who trusted me to create this, I could not have asked for a better last hoorah.
Cheers,

Lauren Herron
Designer
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Juliette Rihl

P

Merriam and Webster, however, are not most people.

art I: “First Comes Love, Then Comes
Their primary definition of marriage is as follows:

Marriage” and Other Lies Society Told You
Marriage: 1. a (1) : the state of being united to a per“I don’t know if I want to get married.”
son of the opposite sex as husband or wife in a consenIt is as if I’ve announced that I’ve decided to gnaw
sual and contractual relationship recognized by law.
off my own limb for sport. “WHAT,” my roommate
Words like “love,” “lifetime,” “loyalty,” and “comexclaims with a look of deeply disturbed awe, a reflex
panionship” are not included. “Opposite sex,”
programmed by eHarmony commercials and reruns of
“contractual,” and “law,” on the other hand, are.
Say Yes to the Dress. I’ve managed to tear her bright, inIn ancient societies like Athens, marriage was
nocent eyes away from her ‘Dream Wedding’ Pinterest
practiced for the sole purpose of creating a lineage.
board. “Are you serious? I mean, why wouldn’t you?”
While the marriage was public, and afterwards the
I show mercy to her blind naïveté and spare her the
wife was considered the legal property of the husmorally repulsive truth. “Eh, just not sure it’s for me.”
band, spouses were not expected to provide each
Make no mistake; I’m not sure that it’s not for
other affection or emotional fulfillment; their relame either. Meaning that in the eyes of a good mationship was strictly business. Passion and lust were
jority of Americans—certainly my Catholic relconsidered grossly inappropriate between spouses
atives—I’m not a complete lost cause yet.

But
and were reserved for the husband’s mistresses. “We

I don’t dare reveal my fully developed answer.
keep hetaerae [courtesans] for pleasure, concubines
Personally, I don’t understand why people feel the need
for the daily care of our body, and wives for the bearto legally legitimize their relationship with someone else.
ing of legitimate children and to keep watch over
When most people think of marriage the first
our house,” stated one ancient Grecian (Boboltz).
word that comes to their mind is “love.” Marriage,
This practice continued for hundreds of years. In
after all, is a cotton candy coated love fest made of
1174, over five hundred years after the period
pink Starburst and snuggles, where codependence
of ancient Greece had ended, the Countess of
is fun and problems only happen to other people.
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Champagne wrote, “We declare and we hold as firmly

Procreation still plays a major role in the culture

established that love cannot exert its powers between

of marriage, but the concept of marriage purely as a

two people who are married to each other. For lovers

reproductive mechanism is more or less obsolete in

give each other everything freely, under no compul-

contemporary Western cultures. If having children

sion of necessity, but married people are in duty bound

and getting married were mutually exclusive, starting

to give in to each other’s desires and deny themselves

a family outside of wedlock would be unheard of—

to each other in nothing” (Capellanus). Seven hun-

yet a team of researchers from Johns Hopkins found

dred years later in Victorian England, women were
often forced to marry out of economic necessity, and

M

their husband’s extramarital affairs were expected.

just because we are afraid of independence,

In The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the

but also because we dislike change.

arriage continues to be validated not

State, published in 1884, Friedrich Engels explains:
“Monogamy arose from the concentration of consid-

that nearly one-half of women who became moth-

erable wealth in the hands of a single individual—a

ers in the new millennium have never been married

man—and from the need to bequeath this wealth to

(Weissmann).

the children of that man and of no other. For this

U.S. Census Bureau found that there are more than

purpose, the monogamy of the woman was required,

51 million households headed by unmarried Ameri-

not that of the man, so this monogamy of the woman

cans, or roughly 44% of all households (Kreider).

did not in any way interfere with open or concealed

Childless marriages would also not exist; yet in a

polygamy on the part of the man” (Engels). In other

2013 study, 6% of married couples in the U.S. had

words, women had to be faithful so that her husband

no children, adopted or biological (Reyes).

could be sure that her children were his and he could,

this percentage seems surprisingly small, it is signifi-

therefore, pass his wealth on to them.

He, on the

cant enough to disprove the idea that marriage to-

other hand, enjoyed much less stringent societal rules.

day is simply a means of passing on the family name.

A separate study conducted by the

While

Something Old, Something New: An Analysis and Diagnosis of Marriage
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In fact, when the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

marriages just yet. It is often speculated that high-

was hearing Goodridge v. Department of Public Health,

profile marriages between celebrities or politicians are

a case on gay marriage, 26 prominent professors wrote

organized to make money or gain influence—think

in an Amici Curiae Brief of the Professors of the Histo-

Bill and Hillary, Tom and Katie, Kim and Kanye.

ry of Marriage, Families, and the Law that “Marriage is

The list goes on.

not essentially about procreation because procreation

power dynamics don’t spur most marriages anymore.

is not essential to any marriage” (Blankenhorn 152).

What about marriage’s contractual benefits,

Throughout history, marriage was also commonly

But outside of modern royalty,

like medical rights and inheritance?

Marriage

used as a means to gain wealth and influence. Mar-

comes with a bundle of super-practical perks that

riages of power were negotiated amongst prominent

make it all the more desirable. After all, when

families as if arranging a business merger. Between

is making one’s life easier ever not a good thing?

commoners, a father determined his daughter’s fate

One of these perks is hospital visitation. Upon

based on the size of the dowry he offered. For some

entering into a marriage contract, this right is auto-

cultures this is still a common practice; it has been

matically given to one’s spouse. Before the Supreme

reported that roughly 30% of Japanese marriages to-

Court decision in Obergefell v. Hodges on June 26,

day are omiai, or arranged (Westlake). Many Indian

2015, which gave homosexual couples across the

marriages are also negotiated by the bride and groom’s

United States the right to marry, many gay marriage

families; a middle-class family in India can spend

activists believed that homosexuals were deprived of

around $100,000 on their daughter’s dowry. Even

this right since they were not permitted to marry their

Indian Americans living in the U.S. often adopt this

partners under federal law. While gay couples were

lifestyle. My next-door neighbors growing up, a lovely

actually able to obtain this right before the Oberge-

Indian couple, met once before their wedding day.

fell v. Hodges decision, such was not the case until

While in Western cultures dowries are mostly a

2011. In 2007, Janice Langbehn was denied the right

thing of the past, we haven’t written off arranged

to visit her partner Lisa Pond at Jackson Memorial

12 / JULIETTE RIHL

Hospital in Miami, Florida after Pond suffered an

next-door neighbor—whomever your heart desires.

aneurysm. Pond slipped into a coma and died while

The same goes for inheritance. Married couples

Langbehn was arguing with hospital administra-

automatically leave their property and possessions to

tion to let her and their shared children into Pond’s

their spouses when they pass away. Pretty sweet deal,

room (Langbehn v. Jackson Memorial Hospital).

yes—but not a reason to sprint to the altar. Like al-

Three years later, in light of a lawsuit filed against

most everything these days, it can be just as easily ac-

Jackson Memorial on behalf of Langbehn, President

complished with an attorney’s help and a few signa-

Obama issued a presidential memorandum urging

tures. Create a will, and you can leave your estate to

hospitals participating in Medicare or Medicaid to

a person (or persons) of your choosing. While this

prohibit discrimination of visitors based on “race,

is certainly better than having no ability to choose,

color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orienta-

it still separates the wed from the unwed. Married

tion, gender identity, or disability.” The memoran-

people can rest assured knowing that they don’t have

dum rules were adopted into federal regulation in

to worry about decisions like this, while unmarried

early 2011. In short, they allow patients to choose

people have to have the foresight and initiative to seek

who has visitation privileges, extending them ex-

out and establish such rights. Don’t be fooled—there

actly the same rights as immediate family members

are some legal benefits of marriage that aren’t extend-

(Presidential Memorandum—Hospital Visitation).

ed to non-married persons at all, like tax breaks and

Partners out of wedlock also have the ability to

joint-adoption rights. We’ll discuss those later on.

make medical decisions for their loved one. How-

If family planning and acquisition of wealth are

ever, unlike married couples, they are not given

out-of-date reasons to get married, and many benefits

that right automatically. By obtaining a legal docu-

like inheritance and medical decision-making aren’t

ment called a health care proxy, anyone can appoint

exclusive to marriage, why are 2.208 million marriages

an agent able to make his or her medical decisions.

predicted to take place in the U.S. this year? “LOVE!”

You can appoint your best friend, an ex-lover, your

screams a Hallmark-obsessed, Rom-Com binging

Something Old, Something New: An Analysis and Diagnosis of Marriage
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21st century that is embodied by my roommate. For

that it has only been in the past 25 years that people

the most part, people have reconciled the notions

have said they’d get married just for love (Goudreau).

of love and marriage; it’s safe to say that love is the

This explains why the basic institution of marriage,

foremost reason that most people get married today.

the foundation of which was created thousands of

We’re taught that marriage is about finding our pre-

years ago, arguably has nothing to do with romance.

destined soul mate, vowing eternal loyalty to them,

As said before, marriage requires nothing but a consen-

and living blissfully together for the rest of our days.

sual and contractual relationship. When a happy cou-

However, this notion is new—like, really new. Love

ple goes to apply for their marriage license, no back-

was first introduced into the marriage equation dur-

ground check is conducted to make sure they’re deeply

ing the Enlightenment, when people began to ap-

in love, except when they’re applying for a green card.

ply ‘the pursuit of happiness’ to their everyday lives.

Such a practice would be seen as an invasion of privacy.

However, most people were still skeptical. It wasn’t

Why? Because, people would argue, your relation-

until a century later during the age of romantics like

ship with your partner is not the government’s busi-

Jane Austen and Charlotte Brontë that marriage based

ness. Yet marriage is a government-regulated institu-

on love became a widely respected idea. Ironically,

tion. So the practice of getting legally married is—and

Austen was denied by her first suitor’s family because

should be—separate from love and romance. Bingo.

she lacked a dowry; she eventually accepted a proposal
from a man whom she had little interest in, out of fear

Scenes from a Jersey Restaurant

of becoming a financial burden to her family. The
next day she changed her mind, stating that she simply

“Of cooouuurse my mother knew. My father had a

could not marry someone she did not love (Abbott).

mistress for yeeaaarsss, honey.” When he talks, he looks

What’s more, marriage historian Stephanie Coontz,

like he should have a cigarette nestled gracefully in the

professor at The Evergreen State College and author

V of his long fingers. “I told her if she divorced him, she

of Marriage, A History, told Forbes magazine in 2010

was nuts. He was a good husband and a good provider.”

14 / JULIETTE RIHL

We stand in the five-by-six foot servers’ station, lean-

pected to ask for nothing in return.

Matrimony.

ing up against the faded blue counters stacked high with

“If my husband cheated on me, I’d cut his dick

clear plastic cups and foam to-go containers. Matthew*

off,” spits Trisha*, a tan, blonde, twenty-some-

has been serving at the restaurant for twenty years, and

thing bartender, as she cleans ketchup bottles in

has been a loud, self-proclaimed ‘diva’ for twice as long.

the sink behind us. Although I know her poison-

Behind wire rims, his beady eyes search me for a sign of

ous tone can most likely be attributed to a hang-

agreement. I nod, not knowing how else to react, and

over, I am grateful for her unspoken alliance.

begin refilling saltshakers in order to avoid his gaze.

“Oh stop it, Blanche.” Matthew dismisses her with

“You know honey, women change after having kids.

a quick wave of his hand. “Look. Women need to

They take on the role of the mother and forget to be a

keep themselves in shape to look good for their hus-

wife. But women need to make their husbands a pri-

bands. Men aren’t like women. They think with

ority. They spend all their time doing things for their

their penises.” Is that why your argument is so mind-

kids and at the end of the day they’re exhausted, they’re

numbingly sexist? My inner voice sasses back. The

irritable, they don’t want to have sex anymore…”

hostess shushes us from her stand several feet away,

I wonder how he knows so much about women, be-

clearly embarrassed by the topic of our discussion.

ing a man who is married to a man and has only ever

Unfazed, Matthew continues. “Do you think I like

been with men. I switch to filling the peppershakers.

that? No. I’m embarrassed by how much it rules

“I think my mother was mostly to blame for my

over me.” He gestures in a V towards his crotch.

dad’s cheating. She let herself go. And let me tell

“I’ve made mistakes too; I’ve strayed. So has Frank.

you, if you’re not satisfying your man, you better be-

But we know we love each other, and we know it

lieve he’s getting it somewhere else. Men have needs.”

was just sex, it has nothing to do with how we feel

Men have needs, I think.

about each other.

But women, need-less

If you don’t think most mar-

and unfaltering, are bound to the ceaseless du-

ried men cheat, you’re delusional. But we’ve been

ties of both child rearer and vivacious playmate, ex-

together for fifteen years. So you work through it.”

Something Old, Something New: An Analysis and Diagnosis of Marriage
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My head feels like it’s about to rupture. That’s it?

bonds has been recognized and admired for cen-

I think, with the same deflated feeling in my chest as

turies and is almost as legendary as its song—its fi-

when I realized Santa wasn’t real. I’m supposed to ex-

nal gift before passing away. In fact, their loyalty to

pect my husband to cheat, and just forget about it and

their mates is so storied that the image of two swans

move on? That’s the key to marriage? I feel the scar

with their necks intertwined in the shape of a heart

of another one of society’s lies already forming on

has become an almost universal symbol of love.

my brain, right next to the ones from the Tooth

Joyce is a 4’11” Italian woman with untamable hair

Fairy and the Easter Bunny. Is the perfect marriage

and a spirit to match. She talks with her hands and

just as much of a far-fetched fantasy as they are?

a slight underbite, and prides herself on her taste in

Trish a makes

a face at

him like she just

jewelry, Mediterranean cuisine, and men. She hates

appar-

Oprah and the word “boob.” When you visit her,

bar.

she’ll backhandedly insult your new haircut before of-

I know better than to argue with Matthew, so

fering to whip you up some ravioli. If you tell her a

I hide my disturbance and say the only thing I

secret, it’ll be on the front page of the next day’s paper.

sucked
ently

on
lost,

a

lemon.

she

heads

Her
back

interest
to

the

“Hey Matthew, do you think the

Bill was a large Polish man from Kensington. He

sugars need filling?” *names have been changed

wore rectangular wire-rimmed glasses that moved

Swan Song

up and down on his perpetually red cheeks when

can think of.

Of the thousands of species in the animal king-

he laughed. He loved to smile, and smiled the wid-

dom there are roughly 15 that are considered mo-

est when he was fishing—and when Joyce was yell-

nogamous by nature. Gibbons, penguins, termites,

ing at him for not slicing the vegetables correctly or

French angelfish. Bald eagles, cockroaches, wolves.

for forgetting to take the dog out. His eyes sparkled

Sometimes humans make the list, but not always.

mischievously when he told one of his many jokes,

The most well known of this group is the swan. The

especially the one about the priest and the barber.

swan’s tendency to form long-term, often lifetime,

For over fifty years, they drove each other crazy.

16 / JULIETTE RIHL

“William!” she’d scream at him after he’d make

When she was 63, her pacemaker began to fail. Af-

a sly comment about the inevitable and inescap-

ter weeks of intensive care, the doctors at the Mayo

able insanity of Italian women.

“BE. NICE.

Clinic told Bill she had less than 10% chance of sur-

TO. ME.” She beat the words into his chest with

vival. Bill had been mentally preparing himself for

the flat side of her fist, her face tilted up at him at

this since their second date, but it hadn’t felt possible

a 90-degree angle.

His glasses would bounce as

until now, 35 years into their marriage. He informed

“Sorry, dear,” he’d coo sarcastically.

the entire family, finalized her will, and made all of

“What the hell’s the matter with you!” She yelled

the necessary arrangements one makes when plan-

this often. He’d just stand back and laugh; no mat-

ning for the worst. She came home a month later.

he snickered.

ter how hard she tried to stay mad at him, she
would inevitably submit to laughter as well. Even
at 65 years old, with two fully-grown children, she
called him her “hunk,” her “man.”

Their union

was two opposite halves forming a perfect whole.
She was supposed to go first. When the doctor

first.

She

was

And

then

supposed
Bill

was

to

go

diagnosed.

His esophageal cancer had already reached
stage II by the time they found it. Nine months,
they said.

Nine months left of fishing, of tell-

ing jokes, of driving her crazy.

That was it.

discovered her heart defect at birth, he had given

During the chemotherapy process Bill lost over

her 14 years to live. She grew up not being allowed

75 pounds, but that goofy smile never budged. He

to play outside with her seven siblings—the adults

still told the priest and the barber joke the following

feared that her circulatory system would fail. At 14

Thanksgiving as he ate his plate of gluten-free bread,

years old, the doctors said she wouldn’t make it to 21.

organic chicken and steamed vegetables, as per his new

She wasn’t allowed to date because her parents didn’t

dietary restrictions. If he craved the marshmallow

think it would be fair to her suitors if she suddenly got

sweet potatoes and stuffing that passed over his spot at

sick. At 21, she was told she’d never be able to have

the table, he never let it show. He went on fishing trips

children. After two children, she stopped listening.

with his sons often and sang louder in the church choir

Something Old, Something New: An Analysis and Diagnosis of Marriage
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than he ever had, his baritone voice booming over

Through her tears, she gazed at the roses on the table.

the piano. “I feel better than I have in years!” he’d

Bill was her swan, and the roses were his swan song.

started saying six months into his treatment. The
joyful look in his eyes had everyone convinced.

PART II: “Saying ‘I Do’ to Government Regulation
of Your Private Life”

It was almost two years before he left her. It’s unclear
if it was his fight that allowed him to outlast his death

“The totally true answer is that we got married

sentence, or hers. She was determined to hold onto

so that my partner could answer the telephone at

him. “If you leave me, I swear to God I’ll kill you,” she’d

my house.” The furrowed look behind his rectan-

said before, only half-joking. “I told you I want to go

gular black frames is replaced by a smirk. “We were

first!” It was the only time Bill disobeyed her wishes.

living together and my parents didn’t know that,

The next spring, Joyce received a bouquet of a

and my parents are super conservative.

Histori-

dozen fresh red roses delivered to her doorstep.

cally, I’m not that good at disappointing my parents.

He had been gone since January. Yet the note at-

It’s actually a really dumb reason to get married.”

tached read, “From your loving husband, Bill.”

Professor Michael Goodhart received his Ph.D.

Her frail, pacemaker-driven heart nearly stopped.

from UCLA in 2000 and works as an associate

Assuming it was a mistake or a well-meaning yet

professor of political science at the University of

heartbreaking gesture from one of her sons, she called

Pittsburgh. He is considered an expert in human

the flower company listed at the bottom of the note.

rights and political philosophy, and was invited to

“Ma’am,” the knowing florist on the other end

teach at the Hertie School of Governance in Ber-

said softly, “before he passed away, your hus-

lin in 2009.

His classes always have a wait list.

band ordered a dozen red roses to be delivered to

Goodhart is happily married and has been for years.

you on your anniversary for the next ten years.”

Yet when asked if he believes in legal marriage, he

Her heart stuck in her throat and her eyesight quick-

jumps to answer: “Not in its present form. I think it’s

ly going blurry, she thanked the woman and hung up.

way too restrictive. Obviously the gay marriage stuff

18 / JULIETTE RIHL

is changing fast, and it looks like that will be legal-

or socially recognized relationship can be beneficial to

ized. But it’s also not clear to me why the state should

the people who are involved in it. I was practically

confer benefits on people who join up in certain ways

a child [when I got married]… there were moments

and not other ways. Why should the state support

when it wasn’t at all obvious that my partner and I

my wife and me with lots of tax breaks and inheri-

would stay together. And the fact that we were mar-

tance and whatnot, and not, say, two elderly sisters

ried and there would actually have to be steps taken to

who have been living together for 30 years? I just

undo that, there was a kind of inertia that helped us

don’t see the rationale in that.” His Ph.D. kicks in:

get through them.” He pauses and struggles to col-

“The state discriminates based on lots of historical

lect his thoughts, a problem not common for him. “It’s

and racial reasons that have nothing to do with public

not even an incentive, it’s like a restraint—it actually

policy, and winds up being unfair to lots of people.”

prevents you from easily breaking up. The hassle in-

I glance at the cluttered wall of books to the right of

volved… it’s funny that way.” His eyes light up with

his desk. Hundreds of titles on public policy, global in-

the realization of his own irony: one of marriage’s big-

justice, and philosophy are crammed into every cranny

gest advantages is its restrictiveness. “I didn’t under-

of the towering wooden shelves. Several, including

stand that, for sure, at one point in my life, and now I

Democracy as Human Rights: Freedom and Equality in

understand it. So that makes me a bit more… I don’t

the Age of Globalization, have his name on the spine.

want to say pro-marriage, per say. But I definitely

Goodhart has been married “an embarrassingly long

see the value in publically committed relationships.”

time,” according to his precise calculations. After years

He stares intently at the far corner of the ceil-

of weathering and shaping, he says his perception of

ing, seemingly into space, as if his glasses are show-

marriage has changed dramatically. Now, one advan-

ing an engaging film that can only be seen inside

tage comes to his mind that he hadn’t considered be-

the lenses. The silence in the room is charged with

fore: “I guess I would say, I now better understand the

an almost-tangible energy. Finally, he answers.

arguments made about why some kind of formalized

“In a completely ideal society, everybody
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would be totally okay with people who are different

‘life is big’ is that for lots of people, marriage can

from them, and there would be no need for formal-

work. But it’s just one way of being. It’s just one.”

izing relationships through the state. Which is not the
* * *

same as saying there would be no need for publically
recognizing relationships. But if the state has to be
involved, marriage should be gotten rid of, and there
should be a whole bunch of kinds of civil partnerships
people could form, and those could make things like

When playing The Game of Life as a bright-eyed and

child custody and inheritance and that stuff easier to

bushy-tailed child, most likely in your living room with

work out. People could just decide whom to share

Rugrats reruns droning inaudibly in the background,

that stuff with, and they could enter agreements that

you probably didn’t get caught up on this direction.

would be suited to the kind of life they want to live.”

In fact, you probably didn’t read the directions at all.

“If people want to have some kind of ceremony to make their commitment to one another, I

”When
even

if

you
you

reach

this
have

space,

stop—

moves

left.”

think that would be just as good. Really, it’s the

Sure, it’s just a board game your mom picked

same thing. Well, if you’re an atheist like me, it’s

up at Toys “R” Us. After a few uses, it most likely

the same thing.” His smirk finds its way back for

collected dust in some rarely opened drawer or

a fleeting moment, and again is lost in thought.

cabinet before you opted to sell it, half of the piec-

“Probably… probably the main lesson I’ve learned

es missing, at a neighborhood yard sale for $3.

in life is that life is really big. There are so many dif-

But just how closely does it resemble reality?

ferent people with different wants and desires and

You’ve probably always pictured yourself getting

fears and hopes and whatever, and there’s no, like,

married at some point. I know I have. My elementary

one-size-fits-all pattern that can accommodate every-

school notebooks, covered with “Future Mrs. Jonas”

body. And I should say, part of what it means that

scribbles and loopy graphite hearts, stand as evidence.
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When I was 13, after watching Breakfast at Tif-

pressure to assimilate to societal standards. Writer

fany’s for the first time, I told my parents I would only

Jennifer Vanasco, after considering marrying her girl-

accept a proposal with an authentic Tiffany’s engage-

friend, wrote that marriage is more than just obtaining

ment ring. I picked out my dream wedding dress, a

benefits and publically announcing your commitment.

Princess Tiana-inspired gown from the Alfred Angelo

It “validates membership in society” (Blankenhorn).

Disney Fairy Tale Wedding collection, when I was 14.

We feel compelled to follow the norm because we’re

I would flip through my Aunt Joyce and Uncle Bill’s

afraid of being viewed as outcasts. Middle-aged single

wedding album with intense longing—desperately

people are pitied as if they’ve been dealt a losing hand.

wishing that I’d one day end up in my own perfect

Unmarried individuals are assumed to be undesirable;

match with two children and a house with a white

there must be something wrong with them, or else

picket fence. It never occurred to me that there were

they’d surely have found a life partner. Relationships

other ways of life in which I might thrive. I was set

between deeply committed but unwed partners are

on marriage before I was even old enough to date.

judged as less legitimate than those of married spouses.

My narrative is a common one. Every Disney mov-

We rarely, if ever, consider the possibility that unmar-

ie, Julia Roberts Rom-Com, wedding-based reality

ried people chose to live that way because we view their

TV show, and headline reading “10 Signs He Wants

lifestyle as inherently inferior to married life. Not fol-

to Marry You” or “The Key to Making Your Mar-

lowing the marriage rule means you will always be at

riage Last” tells us the same thing: getting married is

the fringe of society, never fully validated or accepted.

a fundamental part of life. We grow up immersed in

Those who take the road less traveled walk alone.

it. It’s such a widespread expectation that it’s rarely

By meeting society’s expectations and becoming

given much thought. ‘Get married’ isn’t just a rule

part of the norm, we subconsciously send the mes-

in a board game; it’s an unspoken rule in real life.

sage to others that they should do the same. When

When taking the time to consider marriage as an in-

we abide by what modern culture tells us is accept-

stitution, one thing that becomes clear is the immense

able and proper, without giving thought to whether
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it’s the course that will provide us with as much hap-

fortable and find comfort in the familiar. Marriage

piness as possible, we slip into the mindless cycle of

is an institution as old as time; without it, the entire

normality, one that will continue to draw others in

structure of society would be different. Its history and

without us even realizing our part in their assimila-

tradition have rooted themselves in our culture, giv-

tion. Vanasco writes, “We validate the institution

ing it immense value. This is largely why gay mar-

at the same time it validates us” (Blankenhorn).

riage is currently such a controversial topic. David

As humans, feeling validated by society is essential

L. Chambers, a law professor at the University of

to our psychological wellbeing. We fear isolation and

Michigan and a gay marriage advocate, states it would

crave social acceptance. In a society that only fully

likely “make society receptive to further evolution of

validates people with spouses, the individual self is

the law” (Blankenhorn). It would change the norm.

seldom viewed as enough. This explains why people

It would upset the delicate equilibrium of tradi-

often refer to their spouse as their “better half ” as if

tion, and, frankly, that scares the shit out of people.

they’re not whole by themselves. While the idea is ro-

Why does the law regulate marriage anyway? Again,

mantic, it is detrimental to individuality. Those who

this question is rarely dwelled on. The government

choose not to marry are not seen as independent, but

does offer many privileges to married couples, includ-

as isolated. When did we begin to see ourselves as

ing tax breaks, spousal immunity in court, the right

halves, instead of feeling complete on our own? Why

to a late partner’s Social Security pension, and simpler

are we only validated, by ourselves and others, once

joint-adoption methods. According to the Human

we’ve committed to sharing a life with someone else?

Rights Campaign, there are 1,138 benefits, rights and

Marriage continues to be validated not just because

protections provided on the basis of marital status in

we are afraid of independence, but also because we

Federal law. The reasoning behind this is simple: the

dislike change. That’s a fact. A 2010 study showed

government wants us to conform to the social norm.

that “the longer something is thought to exist, the

By getting married, we organize ourselves in a stable,

better it is evaluated” (Eidelman). We crave the com-

manageable and predictable way. The family structure
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is the nucleus of society, and is essential to its order.

I.D., Social Security card, and $80 (City of Philadel-

Without it, it would be extremely challenging to

phia: Register of Wills). That’s it.

regulate society, as there would be so many different

are some cases in which the government takes a bit

types of relationships and classifications of people that

more interest. What it does care about is regulating

one set of laws could likely not rule over all of them.

immigration and labor. This explains why, when ap-

Many people also believe that the ‘traditional’ family

plying for a marriage-based Green Card, the govern-

unit of a husband, wife and children promotes civic

ment suddenly wants to know all about how you and

values and peaceful communities. The Family Re-

your future husband or wife met, the plans you have

search Council, an openly anti-gay marriage organiza-

to build a life together, all that jazz. You can be sure

tion, claims that traditional marriages benefit society

the Department of Homeland Security will check

because married people have better physical health

that you and your partner have legitimate reasons for

and higher incomes, and are less likely to engage in

getting married, if that marriage equates to letting a

violent abuse or suffer from depression.

Further-

foreigner live permanently on U.S. soil. If govern-

more, their children are less likely to engage in illicit

ment officials find your partner unsuitable for a Green

drug use, get expelled from school, become arrested,

Card or suspect them of visa fraud—using a visa with

or suffer other behavioral problems (Sprigg). There-

the intention of applying for a Green Card based on

fore, the government offers legal rights as an incen-

marriage— your partner can be deported at any time

tive to comply with their preferred social framework.

(Bray). So your vows should read, “Till death—or

It’s true that government officials don’t typically

the Department of Homeland Security—do us part.”

question the nature of your relationship with your

Taxes, immigration laws, Social Security—these are

spouse. Shocking as it may be, the government doesn’t

the aspects of marriage that the government regulates.

care if you’re marrying for love, money, security, what-

It gives no toast at your reception, takes no part in plan-

ever. It doesn’t even pretend to care. To obtain a mar-

ning your honeymoon, doesn’t ask how you proposed

riage license in Pennsylvania, you need a valid photo

or where you’re registered for your wedding shower. It

Of course, there
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has no interest in whether you want children or if you’ll

pects of marriage, the most intimate and widely cher-

have family dinner every night at 6:00 sharp. It doesn’t

ished aspects, require only a desire to partake in them.

care if you remain monogamous with your partner

Furthermore, if the state does continue to regu-

or if you take your wedding ring off as soon as you

late marriage, there is no reason it should reserve the

walk out the front door every morning. Realistically,

power to tell people who they can and cannot enter

the government has nothing to do with what many

into such legal contracts with. As previously stated,

people see as the most important values of marriage.

people are not comfortable with the government in-

In 2001, 45% of Americans in their twenties be-

vading their intimate relationships. Yet, by impos-

lieved that governments should not be involved in li-

ing regulations on who we are permitted to marry, it

censing marriage, a statistic that’s likely grown over the

does just that. Goodhart and Chambers agree that

past 14 years (Unmarried Equality). Why? Because

individuals should be allowed to join up and receive

the private practices of marriage can continue without

marriage benefits with whomever they please. If two

the state’s involvement. The only thing that legal mar-

best friends are both single and have created a home

riage provides is a contract and the terms that come

together, why shouldn’t they be allowed to enjoy the

with it, most of which are in place in order to persuade

same benefits that spouses have? Is there any reason

us to marry. As Professor Goodhart said, you can hold

the state should deny them joint tax filing, Social Se-

a religious ceremony or reception to celebrate your

curity, or survivor benefits, especially when the state

commitment to someone without filling out a piece

doesn’t care if traditional spouses are romantically

of paper and notifying the government of your rela-

involved or planning on starting a family? In a legal

tionship. You can establish a long-term or life partner

article titled “For the Best of Friends and for Lovers of

without defining your connection in impersonal, un-

all Sorts, a Status Other than Marriage,” Chambers ad-

familiar legal terms. You can create a household, raise

vocates for “a state-sanctioned status other than mar-

children, support each other financially, and grow old

riage that would be available to any unmarried pair

together, all without getting legally married. These as-

with a close relationship—whether cohabiting or not,
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whether romantically involved or not, whether same-

is the next necessary step in the government allowing

sex or opposite-sex, whether related by blood or not.”

people to marry whoever they choose without restric-

He would call this “designated friends” (Blankenhorn).

tion, and possibly the next step in eliminating the

Some critics may worry that this would further weak-

state’s unnecessary involvement in marriage altogether.

en the supposedly already damaged institution of mar-

Much to the dismay of my 13-year-old self, I don’t

riage. This is only true in the sense that it would move

know if I want to get married. Marriage seemed like

marriage further away from the status quo. The changes

a given at one point in my life, and while I now view

that marriage and the traditional family structure have

it with a much more critical eye, I can’t say I don’t

seen, even just in the past several decades—including

still update my own Pinterest wedding board or watch

greater equality of the sexes, an easier divorce process,

episodes of Amazing Wedding Cakes from time to time.

more married couples without children and more un-

But I’m not willing to commit myself to one lifestyle

married parents raising families out of wedlock—aren’t

just because it’s what the government and mainstream

weakening. They’re liberating. They have made mar-

culture deem acceptable. If I opt for my Tiffany’s

riage less restrictive and less oppressive. At their very

ring, Alfred Angelo gown and white picket fence, it

core, they have promoted liberty and personal freedom.

won’t be because I reached the ‘Get Married’ space on

With more and more states recognizing gay mar-

the board and was told to stop. Life is just too big.

riage every year, the status quo of marriage is already
evolving in a major way. As Chambers writes: “By
ceasing to conceive of marriage as a partnership composed of one person of each sex, the state may become
more receptive to units of three or more and of units
composed of two people of the same sex but who are
bound by friendship alone. All desirable changes in
family law need not be made at once.” Gay marriage
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At Wit’s End:
Navigating the Library of Algorithms
in Adventure Games

Stephanie Roman

You are in a maze of twisty little passages, all alike.

action. In short, adventure games, both graphical and

You are at Witt’s End. Passages lead off in *all* direc-

textual, take exorbitant effort to traverse and com-

tions. —Colossal Cave Adventure, 1977

plete fully, especially compared to the relatively easy
difficulty characteristic of modern console gaming.

S

tuart Moulthrop’s amalgamation of electronic lit-

Videogames are praised for their utopian ideals.

erature and flash game Reagan Library says, “To move

Games offer a space of freedom to let out aggres-

is to choose.” While it’s a proverb that applies to all

sion and frustration in healthy ways. In a game, one

videogames, it’s a phrase that speaks prominently to

can be whoever and whatever he or she wants. Good

the adventure game genre, where movement is co-

game design truly makes these ideas feasible, but re-

ordinated through typing cardinal directions rather

gardless of quality, games are limited by their code.

than utilizing a control stick. Adventure games, as a

Games simulate freedom and utopia, and yet they

standard of their genre, feature difficult puzzles that

are inevitably constrained, if not obviously then un-

are usually solved with various objects the user ac-

knowingly, by well-executed algorithmic processes.

quires throughout the journey. Movement in the

However, adventure games, particularly text-based

adventure game isn’t a subconscious hand-eye ac-

ones, force users to confront the code of the game head

tion—it takes pointed attention, the ability to read

on. Adventure games are not only a struggle to solve the

maps, and remember directions, and the tenacity to

puzzles they present; they also deploy ceaseless clashes

input screen-by-screen commands to get anywhere.

against their architecture. Unless the user draws a map

Movement in 2D and 3D games feels mostly effort-

as he or she goes, there is typically no way to check

less, as the user tilts a control stick or presses WASD

where he or she has been or what he or she has seen.

or arrow keys, but in a 1D interface like the text ad-

Adventure games also employ tactics like changing the

venture (the earliest iteration of the genre) each mi-

makeups of certain rooms so that revisiting places is nec-

cromovement, like “Examine,” “Pick up,” “Push,” or

essary to obtain more clues. Furthermore, while con-

“Pull,” must be typed out each time to progress the

temporary games often feature voice acting, adventure
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games require heavy reading and rereading. Because of

genre that exists only rarely in its pure form—yet

this, text adventures are often called interactive fiction

semblances and influences of the genre are appar-

(IF) instead. They simulate books that can be inter-

ent in almost every modern type of game. Adven-

acted with more than games, but I resist this classifica-

ture games come in two forms: the original text-

tion for several reasons. If something classifies as IF it

based and subsequent graphical (also point-and-click

can be read purely on a cognitive level, but completing

adventure) versions. The prime aspect of all pure

and piecing together Michael S. Gentry’s Anchorhead,

adventure games, meaning games built predomi-

a text-based adventure game, requires physical coop-

nantly or exclusively in that genre, is their puzzles.

eration with the interface in addition to cognitively

Lee Sheldon, writer of adventure games based on

cohering its narrative. Both sides of the Cartesian

Agatha Christie novels And Then There Were None and

equation—the mind and body—must work in uni-

Murder on the Orient Express wrote that puzzles are the

son to progress through a game, with fundamentally

“poetics” of adventure game design (19). Without puz-

bleak consequences if we think about the hybridiza-

zles there is no adventure game. These can include just

tion of humans and machines in a Matrix-like fashion.

about anything, as puzzles are both big and small—de-

My paper will thus break down into four sections:

termining how to kill a dragon, backtracking to find oil

What is an Adventure Game?; Moving and Choos-

and matches to light a lamp, putting orichalcum beads

ing; Size and Scale; and Interactive Thinking. I will

in a machine at the correct time, handing a flask of al-

examine William Crowther’s Colossal Cave Adventure,

cohol to a bum to get him to talk, using a pertinent key

the Miller Brothers’ Myst, Michael S. Gentry’s An-

in a door, or zip-lining with a rubber chicken with a

chorhead, and Stuart Moulthrop’s semi-gamic Rea-

pulley in the middle. Sometimes puzzles have multiple

gan Library, with references to other texts as needed.

parts to them, and the user has to solve a puzzle (like
searching the right door, pocket, drawer, etc.) to ac-

What is an Adventure Game?
quire an item for use in another one. Adventure games,
The adventure game is one of the predecessors
at their base component, are strings of puzzles with
of all gaming. It’s an extremely precise and specific
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an overlying narrative to bind them together.

“Examine,” “Take x,” “Use x,” “Move x,” “Talk to x,”

The genre began with and gets most of its stan-

and so on. Even popular modern games like Mass Ef-

dards from the aptly named Colossal Cave Adventure,

fect and Skyrim use the dialogue trees that originated

first unveiled in 1975. Colossal Cave Adventure, which

from adventure games, with the added benefit of

was shortened to Adventure (or ADVENT) in later

varied or multiple endings to one game. Most games

iterations, is the first text-based interface game that

have written out the “instant-death” or “instant fail”

relates the tale of an adventure through a mysterious

scenario, but early adventure games depended on this

underground cave network. It was completed in 1975

to encourage repeated plays and skill improvements.

and publicly released in 1976. It was designed by a sin-

These formal design elements—the admittedly cliché

gle man, William Crowther, who attended MIT and

“outside the box” thinking required and demanded

worked on the team that developed the ARPANET.

from the game to complete it—are endemic to vid-

Crowther loved spelunking enough to base the map

eogames, and I argue that in addition to undertaking

of Adventure on the Mammoth Cave near his home in

the actions necessary to proceed, Adventure necessi-

Kentucky. A small-time project made just for his family

tates a fundamentally different way of problem-solv-

to consume, Adventure eventually spread to labs around

ing than it would take to read a book or work of IF.

various computing campuses like Stanford, where it

Though Adventure began a trend of text-based puzzle

became popular among nascent programmers. One

solving games like Zork and The Hitchhiker’s Guide to

Stanford student, Don Woods, discovered Crowther’s

the Galaxy, they eventually developed into graphical

game and made significant improvements to its story

games with very similar mechanics. Instead of typing

and design, and Adventure was rereleased in 1977, ef-

cardinal directions, the user can usually click where he

fectively creating a brand new genre of computer game.

wants the character to go, hence the moniker “point-

Crowther’s family project established the conven-

and-click” adventures. This design makes transit slight-

tions for the genre that persist to the present—every-

ly more enjoyable, although the same dialogue trees

thing from “Go North/South/East/West,” “Look,”

and items stick around. These games gained popularity
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through the ‘80s and early ‘90s with King’s Quest,

Games are games because they are enacted; it is their

Maniac Mansion, and the Monkey Island series.

claim to media specificity. Thus I look at adventure

Pure adventure games like these have mostly died

games in particular as insurmountably difficult because

out in favor of easier and better looking artifacts, and,

the human operator needs to work within the preset

with good reason, few new pure adventure games are

limits of the game’s algorithms (“Look,” “Eat,” “Go,”

made these days. However, adventure game influ-

“Push/ Pull x/y/z,” etc.). Oftentimes these are con-

ences, including puzzle design and dialogue trees,

structed in ways humans are not programmed to think.

are standards in widespread use across all gaming

Adventure games are largely oppressed by their al-

genres

and

gorithms. It would be so

platforms.

T

easy to type, “Go to town

ext adventures, and even the more popu-

Moving and Choosing

square” when playing An-

lar graphic adventures, have long faded from
chorhead, but the game

In Alexander R. Gallo-

the mainstream, and perhaps someday they
way’s book Gaming: Essays

forces its users to take one

will die out entirely.
on Algorithmic Culture, he

step at a time (Magnuson

writes that word number one for videogames is action:

n.p.). This kind of action is the furthest thing from

“Games are actions” (Galloway 2, original emphasis).

an immersive experience. This is one of the most furi-

Later on Galloway writes, “Video games don’t attempt

ously algorithmic aspects of text adventures. Although

to hide informatic control; they flaunt it … To play

some newer games implement fast travel systems,

the game means to play the code of the game. To

the painstaking action and memorization to return

win means to know the system. And thus to interpret

to previous areas are the primary instances of flaunt-

a game means to interpret its algorithm (to discover

ing informatic control. Even in the graphical offshoot

its parallel ‘allegorithm’)” (90-91, original emphasis).

the user needs to click the spot for the character to

Galloway’s creation of the word “allegorithm” is bril-

go, and crossing multiple screens takes time. Ad-

liant and marks the basis for my continued inquiry.

venture games depend on those actions and choices.
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Every active choice the user makes must go through

brothers at Cyan, Inc. It’s a strangely innovative and in-

translation via text parser. It translates the typed text,

fluential gem that disposed of a lot of gaming conven-

such as “Go N” and then converts it to code the com-

tions; for instance, it’s the first example of a first-per-

puter understands. The code enacts or fails to enact

son shooter without the “shooter” aspect. The Stranger

the algorithm that tells the game to move the character

(the PC) opens the “Myst” book and gets transported

one space north on the map. If it fails it can say that

into the world called Myst, an island featuring several

“You’ve reached a dead end,” or “I only understood

important landmarks, including a planetarium, a li-

you as far as wanting to…” and other similar phrases.

brary, a spaceship, a lighthouse, and an elevator. The

Trying to instigate an action that the parser doesn’t

player must seek out four additional books that trans-

have available usually results in a message like, “That’s

port the Stranger to various “Ages”—Selenitic, Stone-

not a verb I recognize.” Just for fun, I tried, “Kill

ship, Mechanical, and Channelwood—and solve puz-

self ” in Anchorhead, and the parser responds with,

zles to retrieve the missing pages to restore the brothers

“Violence isn’t the answer to this one” (Gentry n.p.).

Sirrus and Achenar, who are also trapped in books, in

Initially, text parsers in games were abysmal. Adven-

order to escape Myst. Depending on which puzzles

ture could only understand one verb and one noun, like

and how many of them the user solves, Myst can lead

“Get key.” Yet as time went by, the algorithms became

to three equitably “bad” endings and one good one.

much more sophisticated to the point where multiple

Myst is a graphical offshoot of the adventure genre

actions can be undertaken at the same time. Further-

that features no combat, only exploration. Navigation

more, many synonyms were added to the parsers, al-

and investigation are the key components to Myst, and

lowing for a greater variety of options. For instance,

since there are five comparably-sized Ages to visit in

“Read” and “Examine” might perform the same act.

the world, this can be a daunting endeavor. On those
lines, Stuart Moulthrop’s Myst-inspired interactive text

Size and Scale
Myst is a 1993 computer game developed by two
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Reagan Library pays special attention to its scope and
scale. It is set in a world that very much aesthetically

resembles Myst, and features four zones differentiated

fairly normally, but as more puzzles are solved, more

by the color of the sky. In the red-colored sky zone,

gamespace traversed, and more time spent (about four

Moulthrop’s text spews out some randomly generated

days of in-game time), the narrative takes on super-

hints, trivia, and occasionally nonsensical phrases.

natural twists. Literally every object given notice in

Two of these are extremely poignant: “The world is

the text has a purpose, including the PC’s umbrella,

round; you may repeat yourself,” and “Repetition in

a cold cup of coffee, keys, a pornographic magazine,

hypertext is not necessarily a vice” (Moulthrop n.p.).

and a dog’s skull. By endgame, the PC carries upwards

In the Introduction to Reagan Library Moulthrop

of twenty miscellaneous objects in her trenchcoat; it’s

writes, “Now a word from our Idiot Questioner.

the sort of comical suspension of disbelief endemic to

Is this fiction or is it a game? Exactly. As one of the

most games. Additionally, like pure adventure games,

inmates says: ‘The world is what you see and where

Anchorhead features several failing, or losing, sce-

that takes you.’ And where would that be? You’ll find

narios. The PC can be bitten by a poisonous spider,

out” (n.p.). To be clear: Reagan Library is not a game,

have her brain melted by “He Who Is Named Not,”

but it contains gamic elements, like its rotating pan-

go insane, or get mauled in melee combat, among oth-

orama and clickable objects. Yet Moulthrop’s quote

ers. Choosing “Restore” can easily counteract any mis-

that the “world is what you see and where that takes

take, which returns the player to his or her last save.

you,” and the part about “finding out” where that is,

Anchorhead is also massive in scope. Simply reading

functions as an introduction to the massive scale of

a script of Gentry’s work, effectively subtracting all of

space and time inside the worlds of text adventures.

the time it takes to type (and mistype) commands and

Michael S. Gentry’s Anchorhead takes place in 1997

solve puzzles, still takes several hours—the text alone

in Anchorhead, Massachusetts. Players take on the

surfeits the length of a novella, and it definitely can’t

role of an unnamed female protagonist as she inves-

be completed in one sitting. Although the length of

tigates the H.P. Lovecraftian demonic/ alien mythos

the game changes with the player, Anchorhead’s base

surrounding her husband’s family. Things start out

script is more than 70,000 words (Wheeler n.p.).
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Comparatively, an estimated word count of the origi-

veloping their poetics further encourages critical play.

nal Adventure tops only about 4,200 (CRL n.p.).

Essentially, what I’ve found through examining

Of course, neither of these can even compare to

text adventures, graphic adventures, and IF is that to

the scope of something like Grand Theft Auto V

flow through them requires digital thinking. Literally,

(GTA). The GTA franchise focuses on transit via

one needs to learn how to think like a computer, in

cars or other vehicles, usually by holding combina-

binaries—“get key,” for example. Noun, verb. One of

tions of keys and buttons. Comparatively though,

the most variable, flexible, fluctuating aspects of hu-

each movement in the maps of Anchorhead and Ad-

mans—language—is forcibly limited in the text ad-

venture needs to be laboriously typed out; the transit

venture. It needs to realistically feed the text parser,

systems in GTA and text adventures are incomparable.

and the user needs to actually talk to his computer

As I already noted, navigation can be a painstakingly

to get anywhere. Text adventures require a stilted,

slow process, but it is a process that defines the genre.

disjointed conversation with the algorithms. In most
modern games, users play as a third- or first-person

Interactive Thinking

character that moves through the gamespace via con-

In 2002, Geoffrey Rockwell wrote in Computers

trol stick, mouse movements, or keyboard. The user

and Humanities that there are four reasons for develop-

still acts within the game and communicates with the

ing a poetics of computer games: 1) Computer games

algorithms, but the conversation is muted through

are a significant form of popular entertainment; 2)

the simple motions of button pressing and analog

Games expose the most people to hypertext fiction;

rotating. When contrasted to text adventures, it’s a

3) Games are important to developing hypertext the-

mindlessly pleasurable activity. In the text adven-

ory; 4) If players develop and access this theory, they

ture, and to some degree the graphic adventure, the

will be able to think critically about the games they

user must learn to think like the computer processes,

play (349). I particularly agree with points 1 and 4.

adopt its restricted language, and proceed from there.

Games are significant forms of entertainment and de-

We’re not quite at the point where we can plug
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our brains into computers, but I find this devel-

labyrinth.” Games are massively contrived; even when

opment alarming. Humans are approaching cy-

a choice is presented, it’s still just a string of code that

berneticism, and not only that—they take on the

can be revisited and altered another time.

coding, processing, and digital thinking mostly will-

Yet as the librarian-explorer, Atrus, says in the open-

ingly. People inherently reduce themselves to bina-

ing lines of Myst, “I know my apprehensions might

ries when playing games—a bunch of zeroes and

never be allayed... and so I close, realizing that per-

ones. This is the ‘allegorithm’ of algorithmic play.

haps the ending has not yet been written” (Cyan, Inc.

In Markku Eskelinen’s “Six Problems in Search

n.p.). Text adventures, and even the more popular

of a Solution,” he posits a more optimistic view of

graphic adventures, have long faded from the main-

what he calls the “user function,” the equivalent

stream, and perhaps someday they will die out entirely.

what Alexander Galloway calls an “operator act”:

They will flaunt their informatic control until people
succumb (and turn into computers) or until people

It is safe to say that whereas the explorative user
function brings in the rhetoric of choice, navigation and labyrinth, the configurative and textonic
user functions give us the chance and necessity to
affect the text and therefore to use or conceive it as a
playground, an obstacle, or more or less malleable raw
material to build upon. These latter two user functions clearly foreground the user’s own extranoematic
activity without which there would be no experience
of wholeness whatsoever. (Eskelinen n.p.)

stop making them. I’m certainly hoping for the latter.

Sifting through problems and solving puzzles is essentially what allows people to experience “wholeness.”
Directly interfacing with the text through command
prompts supplies users with agency, enough agency
to conceive of playgrounds and obstacles. Users may
“affect the text” through textonic user functions, but
it is still only a “rhetoric of choice, navigation, and
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Depression Diagnosis
and Treatment:
REFORMATION REQUIRED

Allesandro A. Luna

D

espite numerous efforts to categorize the deA Global Call for Reform

pressed population, there still remains investigation as
Improving standards for diagnoses and treatments
to how many people are truly afflicted with depression.
to help doctors identify and treat genuine cases of
A Johns Hopkins study1 reports that 60% of depresdepression in patients is threefold. With 9 % of the
sion diagnoses are actually misdiagnoses. Misdiagnoses
U.S. and 4 % of the world diagnosed with deprescause more people to purchase medication—spending
sion,3 domestic and international pervasiveness is
amounts to $11.3 billion annually. Do antidepresthe first reason for reform. Giving the public, and
sants, in fact, really work? A 2008 study2 from Irving
the doctors who treat them, more precise informaKirsch of Harvard Medical School estimates that 75%
tion about the mental disorder will increase awareof the time, “an antidepressant’s effect could have
ness concerning proper identification and treatment.
been obtained merely by taking [a] placebo.” Where
Additionally, the implementation of new reformaare the flaws in our methodology regarding deprestion tactics proves to be pertinent, as depression diagsion? I believe they lie in inadequate diagnosis criteria
noses are built upon a subjective medical framework.
and treatment plans for depressed patients, propaThe backbone of depression diagnosis rests with the
gated by the current status of depression research.
American Psychiatric Association’s (APA) Diagnostic
Insufficient standards for depression diagnosis, unand Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM).
certainty among clinicians, and deficient knowledge
According to the DSM,4 one must have five or more
of the depressed brain leads to misdiagnosis and missymptoms “over a two-week period, most of the day,
treatment of patients. Improving our cognizance of
nearly every day.” These symptoms include “depressed
depression depends on our ability to quantify emotion
mood,” “significant weight loss [or weight gain] when
through neuroscience research. Advancing the scientific
not dieting,” “insomnia or increased desire to sleep,” and
quantification of depression by improving the efficacy
“fatigue or loss of energy,” which can be based on “your
of research practices and funding will reform the curown feelings” or the “observations of someone else.”5
rent inadequacy of depression diagnosis and treatment.
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The

medical

formulation

for

diagno-

pain can be exaggerated and blown out of propor-

sis is qualitative and open to interpretation.

tion. Thus showing that specific brain regions may

Finally, refining suitable treatments for depression is

play certain roles in properly functioning emotions.

essential. Over-prescription of antidepressants can lead

The brain has several other chemical signals incorpo-

to the unnecessary propagation of adverse side effects.

rated into its proper functioning, such as serotonin,

The Food and Drug Administration mandates that all

norepinephrine, and dopamine. Neuroscientist Su-

antidepressants carry a “black box” notice—the strict-

san Greenfield in her book6(p41), The Private Life

est label warning for prescription drugs due to an in-

of the Brain, posits that these neurotransmitters act

creased risk of suicide.5 We need to reevaluate the use-

like “fountains,” greatly affecting the brain and caus-

fulness of modern antidepressants by taking patients

ing neurons to generate electrical signals. Mukher-

who can truly benefit from them and the repercussions

jee2 adds that they are “dynamic factors that make

of over prescribing a global population into account.

nerves grow, perhaps forming new circuits.” Scien-

What We Currently Know About

tists and researchers agree that these neurotransmit-

Depression and Happiness

ters play a role in emotion, but this is the only sug-

To move away from subjective diagnoses and treat-

gestion that has provided significant implications

ments, the first step is to find more concrete evidence

towards establishing consensus on the research topic.

showing a physical link to emotion in the brain. For

Additionally, emotions can be linked innately to

example, the hippocampus has garnered attention

genetics. For example, a study was conducted on 2,574

regarding inter-regional brain signaling. Doctor Sid-

teens as part of a research study analyzing the effects of

dhartha Mukherjee of Columbia University says in his

5-HTTLPR, a gene that makes serotonin transporter

article2 “Post Prozac Nation” for the New York Times,

molecules7. This study showed that those with the two

“in the nondepressed brain, circuits of nerve cells in the

long versions of the gene were twice as likely to report

hippocampus may send signals . . . to regulate mood,”

that “they were satisfied with life” than participants

but “when the hippocampus malfunctions,” emotional

who had two short versions7. Genetic research on
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characterizing depression is driven by the ideology
that there are specific genes involved in depressive

Treatments Are a Guess and Check

emotions7. Therefore, genetics can explain discrepan-

Furthermore, gaining awareness on treatment mea-

cies in treatment responses for different individuals.5

sures is equally as important. Current treatments aim

Personalizing treatment plans through an identifica-

to alleviate depressive emotions by increasing the like-

tion of unique genetic and neurobiological factors

lihood of positive emotions. Research has shown that

properly acknowledges depression’s multiple forms.

modern antidepressants increase the concentrations

An individual’s confluence of neurobiology and

of specific neurotransmitters by preventing reabsorp-

genetics dictates normal emotional states, as well as

tion in the brain.5 The belief is that increasing con-

the extent of his or her nonstandard reactions to emo-

centrations of “feel-good” neurotransmitters such as

tional stimuli. Advanced technologies such as func-

serotonin will relieve depression symptoms. The most

tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron

popular antidepressants9 created with this notion of a

emission tomography (PET), and fast scan voltamme-

chemical imbalance include Zoloft, Lexapro, and Pro-

try (FSV) allow measurement of brain activities and

zac. However, this theory is limited, and does not ex-

neurotransmitters associated with emotion8(p234).

plain why multiple studies show no correlation regard-

The networks of neurotransmitters and brain regions

ing neurotransmitter concentrations in brain autopsies

create a working spectrum of emotion. A malfunc-

of depressed patients.2 For example, a patient could try

tioning of any one system mitigates the chances for

numerous antidepressants every month before an ef-

another connected system to work properly, leading

fective one is determined. Such experimentation could

to disorder, which posits a necessity in further inves-

possibly expose the patient to unanticipated side effects,

tigation of the depressed population. Given the link

which could be detrimental to his or her wellbeing in

between depression and emotion, proper neurobio-

addition to depression. Neurotransmitters such as sero-

logical clarification is needed in elucidating the exact

tonin, norepinephrine, and dopamine may be involved

depth of depression and its affects on the population.

in depression and happiness involvement is unclear.
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Reexamining Publications and the Spread
of Accurate Information

Reforming Data Discrepancy
Requiring only statistical significance perpetuates a

An advanced knowledge of depression relies on the

culture of approval based on the medication’s creator—

dissemination of credible academic publications and

not the medication’s user. The FDA’s method of anti-

properly funded research. Unfortunately, many studies

depressant support also allows patients to be prescribed

are purposefully unpublished. In a 2010 meta-analysis,

drugs that might not even work. My first suggestion

Irving Kirsch and his colleagues examined published

for reforming depression diagnosis and treatment rests

and unpublished clinical trials using the Freedom of

in the publication of all research, studies, and clinical

Information Act.10 They found that half of the trials

trials associated with the mental disorder. If not pub-

showed no clinical difference between placebo and

lished, data and results should at the very least be made

drug.10 Furthermore, the Federal Drug Administra-

accessible to the public. The Freedom of Information

tion’s guidelines support approval for antidepressant

Act12 is a solid foundation for open distribution of

medication if one to two studies provide “substantial

knowledge, but it only applies to federal agency re-

evidence” of a drug’s efficacy.11 Putting this regulation

cords and requires a written request for specific infor-

into perspective, a drug can receive FDA approval if

mation. The agencies are not required “to do research

two out of ten studies show a marginal benefit in tak-

for you, analyze data, answer written questions, or cre-

ing the drug; Kirsch10 prudently notes that an antide-

ate records in response to your request.”12 Addition-

pressant’s effect “[does not] have to be clinically sig-

ally, there is no guarantee an individual can ask for or

nificant [. . .] it just has to be statistically significant.”

acquire the results of a pharmaceutical company’s pri-

This system could help expedite the approval process

vate clinical trial conducted apart from a federal entity.

for the sake of the patients it could benefit, but it may

Why would pharmaceutical companies conduct

also propagate subpar performance of antidepres-

such private trials, or refuse to publish certain stud-

sants, reducing consensus regarding their effectiveness.

ies? Consider GlaxoSmithKline’s (GSK) involvement in the largest healthcare fraud settlement in
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U.S. history. GSK failed to report safety data to the

sies place strong emphasis on serotonin. Recall the

FDA, promoted unapproved uses for antidepressants

long version of the 5-HTTLPR gene as one such id-

Paxil and Wellbutrin, and bribed doctors to pro-

iosyncrasy. If his happiness inordinately depends on

mote and prescribe these medications improperly.13

serotonin, existing antidepressants that are known to

In 2012, GSK was required to pay $3 billion dollars

promote increased serotonin concentrations could be

and agree to monitoring by the U.S. government

used with enhanced specificity. Knowing how happi-

for five years.13 GSK was worried about its profits,

ness malfunctions in other individuals, which causes

not its patients. Transparency is the key to exposing

depression, can be instrumental in creating other pa-

which drugs work; it can be achieved through requir-

tient-specific treatment plans. An analysis as described

ing higher standards for FDA approval, and mandat-

could be costly, especially since we currently lack the

ing that all trials and studies are accessible. Without

knowledge and ability to isolate specific neurobio-

this openness, pharmaceutical companies will per-

logical pathways in patients. However, individualized

petuate a vicious cycle of insufficient drugs treating

standards for diagnosis could be a crucial step towards

patients that never needed them in the first place.

quantitative and objective medical approaches to de-

Shifting From Qualitative to

pression, giving doctors stronger foundational knowl-

Quantitative Diagnosis

edge for treating patients with specific symptoms.

My second suggestion for reform emphasizes a

It is Wise to Invest

quantitative format for diagnosis and treatment based

Reforming depression diagnosis and treatment as

on the neurobiological specificities of the individual.

dictated above requires proper investment in brain re-

There is no reason for depressed patients to have the

search concerning human emotion. This must be ac-

same medication if individuals respond differently

complished by reconciling the relationship between ac-

based on their biological and genetic makeup. For

ademic and industrial research—my last suggestion for

example, assume advanced analysis of a person has

reform. Academic research in this sense pertains to inde-

shown that his specific neurobiological idiosyncra-

pendent studies usually funded by government grants.
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On the other hand, industrial research is done for

Measurable Movements Forward

pharmaceutical companies. UC Berkeley’s Under-

Investment in research based on the neurobiologi-

standing Science online resource elucidates how science

cal and genetic networks linked to depression and the

can be used for a certain party’s benefit: “A pharma-

publication of all studies will usher in a quantitative

ceutical company paying for a study of a new depres-

reformation of diagnosis and treatment. Implement-

sion medication, for example, might influence the

ing these reforms could impact mental health globally

study’s design or interpretation in ways that subtly

by improving the way doctors and patients perceive

favor the drug that they’d like to market.”14 A capi-

depression. Doctor Siddhartha Mukherjee2 aptly ex-

talistic model drives healthcare, but differing sources

plains the wonderment of the brain’s complexities with

of funding can introduce predispositions based on

an analogy: “The painter Cézanne, confronting one

motives.

Therefore, possible regulations requiring

of Monet’s landscapes, supposedly exclaimed: ‘Monet

unaffiliated academic research laboratories to conduct

is just an eye, but, God, what an eye.’ The brain, by

industrial studies could improve research as a whole

the same logic, is still a chemical soup—but, God,

by establishing another credible source as an academic

what a soup.” It is my hope that advancing neurosci-

proofreader. To make wise investments, we need to

ence research through these proposals will elucidate
the line between emotions and emotional disorders.

I

mproving our cognizance of depression

Our brains, and the world’s wellbeing, deserve no less.

depends on our ability to quantify emotion
through neuroscience research.

consider a system of checks and balances between
academic and industrial research to prevent the dissemination of inaccurate information and faulty drugs.

An earlier version of this article was published
by the Stanford Journal of Public Health,
Volume 6, Issue 2, Spring 2015.
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Surfacing
The Stranger
Andrew weber

This multi-layered image was inspired by thoughts I’d been having at the time about
the process of baptism, given that my father had recently become “born again.” Though I
do not personally align myself with Christian beliefs, I find the concept of being cleansed
by water symbolically beautiful, but also curiously primal. The moment in which one dies
in the soundlessness of water before rising up to gasp in the breaths of a new life is a profoundly symbolic experience that merits deeper inquiry. In this image I ask the audience to
explore the power of such an experience while also examining their own beliefs regarding
the curiously divine essence of the natural elements.
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In Wilmington, Delaware there sits an old estate just off the main road leading into the
city. Gibraltar Mansion, once the privately owned summer home of the esteemed DuPont
family, is now completely abandoned. In the places where nature hasn’t taken over, stories
and legends have occupied the vacancy. One story in particular involves a young girl who
was said to be one of the bastard children of Hugh Sharp Jr., the newest member of the
DuPont family through wedlock. When his daughter showed up on the mansion doorstep
after running away from her abusive foster parents, Sharp was said to have claimed to his
wife that the child was “a stranger to him” and sent her off. Legend has it that the child
died in the winter of 1915 just outside the gates leading to the estate.
After walking around both the gardens and the mansion itself, I was inspired to compose this photograph as an exploration into the young girl’s side of the folktale, but also as
a means of understanding the concept of abandonment through the relationship between
my subject and the environment.
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Art and

Space in the 'Peripheries'
Modernist Architecture in Early 20th Century Sweden and Peru

Fabio Miranda

Look, Ma’am, I said, the architecture of your little house
must be a microcosm of the world in which you live, the
one that surrounds you, an updated, pasteurized and
satellized microcosm, but a product of the land that
witnessed you being born, cook, have children, speak
to the servants and die. Excuse me. What you desire is
Nordic, possibly Norman or Viking and your father is
Muchik. You are after all Mediterranean, even though
we are in the borders of the Pacific, and between the
northern Anglo-Saxon and the southern Afro-Latin
there are differences of qualitative aesthetics that express the poetic, profound value of each architecture.

economy, society and cosmology. This, inevitably, had
the effect of altering without return the understanding
of what life ought to be in the provinces of Empire.
Colonial states, and the postcolonial offspring
they left after years of struggle in Africa, Southeast
Asia, America, the Pacific Islands and others areas
of imperial expansion, developed their own versions

Héctor Velarde, 1964. El arquitecto engagé.
of modernity, sometimes in close relation to Euro-

T

pean standards; others developed in blatant opposi-

he notion of ‘the modern’ has been, since its
tion to them, and most of the times, in a convoluted

inception, deeply intertwined with another one: the
dialogue not exempt of struggle and contradiction.
ideal of progress. Unlimited, unrestrained improveSuch alternative experiences of modernity, however,
ment of the conditions of living through the developwere not unique to those spaces formerly in control of
ment of science, technology and manipulation of the
European powers. The idea of Europe was constructed
environment, including nature and social organization
throughout the centuries, incorporating areas and exin benefit of humanity’s needs, have been some of the
cluding others based on religious affinities, cultural
core features of the modernist narrative. This impetus
links and of course, economic exchange and political
for perfectionism and optimization emerged in the
relations. That is the case of the Scandinavian countries.
epicenter of modernity in enlightened Europe around
Excluding most of prehistorical times, when the idea
the 16th century and outwardly expanded towards the
of a cultural and political entity called ‘Europe’ wasn’t
peripheries of the world-system. This is to say that moeven part of the wildest imagination, Scandinavia
dernity and ‘progress’ came together with the conquerstarted to appear in the continental project in the early
ing fleets and armies of colonial powers that started to
Iron Age, around 1—400 A.D., period from which
occupy the world outside of Europe. With colonialism
archaeological research has evidenced the ongoing
came new forms of government, new ways of organizing
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exchange between the Roman Empire and Scan-

tianization of Scandinavia, the region became ‘official-

dinavian polities. Indeed, products such as cups,

ly’ a part of Europe. The Catholic expansion gave way

bowls, and spoons, all of which comprise a range of

to the establishing of greater Scandinavian kingdoms

expensive and ostentatious goods, signal to an in-

that unified under a single crown the vast territories

corporation of social distinction based on the adop-

and peoples of the region. The legitimization of kings

tion of Roman manners and patterns of consump-

by submitting to the Roman Pope also meant that

tion. A similar phenomenon occurs with the use

Scandinavia became a province of the center of faith,

of golden and silver coins and jewelry, which were

although pagans remained a problem, especially in

repurposed by adopting the notion of coinage and

the northernmost regions (Meriot 1984: 375). By the

redesigning its decorations with regional motifs.

16th century, Scandinavia was already fully a mem-

During the heyday of the Roman Empire, however,

ber of the European area, measuring powers against

Scandinavia remained in the margins of civilization,

the continental empires. In Sweden, Gustav Vasa,

populated by barbaric tribes. It is with the start of the

head of the Lutheran reformation, was struggling for

Viking Age, from 800–1050 AD, when it can be said

liberation from Denmark and in the 17th century at-

that Scandinavia became incorporated into the Euro-

tempted his own colonial enterprise in American lands

pean imagination, though as the home place of fearless

with the foundation of Nya Sverige, which was eventu-

raiders who went onto pillaging seasons in the coastal

ally lost to the Netherlands in the First Northern War.

regions of the continent. During this period, Vikings

From this short and extremely hasty summary of

reached different regions: from the British Isles, to

Scandinavian history we can see the movement of the

France, the Mediterranean and as far as Anatolia.

region, and particularly Sweden, from a peripheral po-

Around the same time a group of seafarers known as

sition in the European system to a relatively central one,

the Varangians, who came from Scandinavia (Donald

participating in commercial exchange and warfare with

2005) ruled the Kievan Rus’, a Slavic medieval state.

mainstream continental countries. During this span of

From the year 1000 AD onwards, with the Chris-

time we can also deduce other ways of incorporation
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of Swedish (and Scandinavian) society into that of

Lombardic influence can be identified, and the fact

Europe: marriages between nobility, flows of capital,

that an Italian architect was in charge of the second

migration, and art production. This is last element is

phase of the construction process, aided by masons

where I want to put our focus in this article. We shall

coming from Rhineland and Lombardy (Andersson

concentrate on the case of Sweden, for brevity’s sake.
In each one of the different periods of Swedish

I

t is necessary to widen the narrow scope

of twentieth-century art history out of its
history we find traces of European influence in lo-

modernist constraints to include differcal art and Swedish inputs into a general discussion

ent perspectives and break the traditional
of what art’s purpose is to be and mean. We will

hierarchies.
have to close the scope of our review to the case of
1970: 37-38) points out to the already international
architecture and specifically to that of Swedish funcnature of Romanesque architecture, a Europeantionalism, but always looking at its relations with
wide style that brought together building traditions
the Beaux-Arts and social movements of the era.
from different parts of the continent and established
We can very briefly summarize (yet again) the evoluitself as the dominant one. Lunds cathedral decoration of Swedish architecture from the Missionary style
tions include two main styles, as Lindgren (1987: 29)
of stave churches in Romanesque style that developed
points out, the Lombard and the Archaic, in which
since the 9th century (Lindgren et al. 1987: 24) with
one can sense some Byzantine influence as well. A
the start of Christianization. The stone cathedrals—
prominent feature, however, is the sculpture known
with Lunds domkyrka as a prime example (Andersson
as “Finn the giant and his wife,” integrated with the
1970: 36)—quickly reflected Roman building techcolumn and which defies all sorts of classification.
niques and decorative styles. However, by the time the
By the 14th century, the Gothic style came into fashfirst stone of the cathedral was laid down in the 12th
ion. It was in the time of the late middle Ages that almost
century, the Romanesque style had already diversified.
every Swedish town had already built a local church. The
According to Lindgren (1987: 29), a German and
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relations between the Swedish bourgeoisie and the

the Stockholm Exhibition was the modernist architec-

booming Hanseatic League brought a transformation

ture being shown and the distinctive ‘funkis’ style, short

to pictorial and architectural art, as many sculptures,

for functionalism and related to the evolving Interna-

paintings and buildings started to adopt characteristi-

tional Style of the post-war period. An interesting as-

cally continental features. Many scholars, artists and

pect about this exhibition, as Arrhenius (2010) points

theologians were trained and imported from Italy,

out, is that while being a primary propaganda machine

France, and Germany. In architecture, the novelties

for modernism, the Exhibition relied heavily on the

brought by Gothicism were “the more elaborate de-

Skansen open-air museum, a 19th century institution

sign of brick building, with abundant recesses on tow-

that celebrated the past and vernacular forms of rural

ers and façades and, inside, stellar vaults” (Lindgren et

life. Arrhenius argues that this was not just a coinci-

al. 1987: 65), and other features such as stained glass

dence or an obstacle to get over with by the modern-

and the inclusion of plentiful light into church design.

izing drive of the times, but central to the project itself.

So far we have paid attention to monumental ar-

The Skansen open-air museum was opened in the

chitecture, particularly that of ecclesiastic nature. But

late nineteenth century as a way to encourage national-

another strand of architecture has also been important

ism and a sense of rootedness in the vernacular way of

in Swedish building design: that of popular and quo-

life, the ‘authentic’ Swedish forms that would help the

tidian architecture. We shall fast forward in history up

process of nation building. The pieces exhibited were

to the early 20th century. The year is 1930 and the

whole buildings moved from their original context and

Stockholm Exhibition is taking place in Djurgården,

rebuilt in the museum area, bringing together groups of

a royal park in the central-eastern part of the city. The

objects with the goal of assembling a coherent system.

exhibition was a showcase for modernity, where indus-

Furthermore, the idea behind the museum was to rec-

tries, artists and craftsmen could publicize their latest

reate a miniature Sweden in which to reenact the ver-

works, often of avant-garde nature or involving cut-

nacular cultural forms, including everyday objects and

ting-edge technology. One of the main attractions of

performers in character or mannequins in costume. The
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exhibition technique, based on the spatial arrange-

ture (2002: 100) have framed the way Swedish Mod-

ment of objects (as small as spoons and as big as

ernism has been regarded by art historians, artists and

cottages and churches) served to create a new ex-

the general public: generally, as a provincial footnote

perience that involved the body in a three-dimen-

of France or Germany’s vanguards. This story is perme-

sional mass-media system (Arrhenius 2010: 136)

ated, Werner insists, by a ‘center-periphery’ thinking.

that opened up ‘the traditional’ to public scrutiny.

To tackle this problem, he proposes concentrating on

Arrhenius argues that this new experience, al-

the very essence of modernism, which is that of con-

though conceived as a conservative initiative—sav-

tradiction: a “constant process of disintegration and

ing the traditions from the waves of modernization

reintegration” (Werner 2002: 101). It is necessary to

that a rapidly industrializing Sweden faced—the

widen the narrow scope of twentieth-century art his-

re-staged history that Skansen displayed aided the

tory out of its modernist constraints to include differ-

production of a “vernacular modern” that threw the

ent perspectives and break the traditional hierarchies.

realm of the home and the built environment from

For Werner, in the modernist story, some of the most

the private into the public sphere, where it could

notable Swedish styles have been excluded, such as Ex-

be regarded as a public object that established the

pressionism, Naïvism and Intimism (2002: 104). By

vernacular home as a model for modern life.

ruling them out as non-modernist, outsider art, or else,

In his article about modernist styles in Swedish art,

inherently modern experiences such as that of nature

Werner (2002) criticizes standard histories about mod-

or the conflict between man and society (idem), or the

ern art that highlight the developments inside conti-

passage of time, have been ignored or overseen by the

nental, “classical” Europe, or even the United States,

canonical history. These alternative views are what pick

and then goes on to point out the similarities and links

our interest, specifically that of nostalgia. Just as Wer-

that regional artists from Sweden had with the centers

ner points out, nostalgia can be seen as an expression of

of production. The modernist story has been one where

modernity and not simply a conservative reaction to it.

the particular selection, emphases and narrative struc-

This is evident in the case of the Skansen open-air
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museum during the Stockholm Exhibition, where the

(Lindgren et al. 1987: 266). Such is the case with

past was seen not as an impediment to the modern-

the Stockholm City Library by Gunnar Asplund,

ist ideal—the idea of renovation and progress—but

whose design consisted in the superposition of two

as a model to be followed; improved, certainly, but

basic geometrical forms: a cylinder over a cuboid.

not ignored, looked over with disdain or actively de-

The alternative interpretation of nostalgia in mod-

stroyed. The acceptera manifesto—published a year

ernist art and architecture presented in this brief

after the Exhibition—called for accepting the indus-

case can serve as an interesting counterpoint to

trial, mass-produced objects but is, in this version,

modernist discourse in Peruvian architecture. Vul-

not a call for a Futurist malström like that of the Ital-

gar modernism has stressed the need to get rid of

ians of the first decade of the century. Its purpose was

traditional styles, backwards and fatally localist in

not to liberate the nation from the chains of tradition

nature. In Peruvian architectural tradition, the semi-

with violent appeals to the speed of technology. The

nal book from 1945, Space in Time: Architecture as

vernacular, in Swedish modernity, became “a radical

Cultural Phenomenon by Luis Miró-Quesada Gar-

model to set against the overloaded bourgeois home

land attempts to bridge the gap between the Uni-

with its ‘false’ individualism,” where it could be a

versalist and abstract approach of modernist archi-

“timeless and rational solution for individual and

tecture inaugurated by Le Corbusier and a more

collective expression” (Arrhenius 2010: 140) against

local, culturally situated theorization of the discipline.

the serialized production of industrial modernity.

In contrast to Le Corbusier, who proposed an aesthet-

Nevertheless, the development of the functional-

ics based on calculus and engineering that harmonizes

ist style, according to Lyberg, was mainly based on

with the universal laws, Luis Miró-Quesada maintained

the ideas of Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius and

a culturalist approach that saw in the Academicist fol-

eschewed tradition in favor of “smooth, uncluttered

lowing of “styles” an inherent decadence that simply

surfaces in distinct geometrical patterns” and avoided

copied the architectural production of past civilizations,

any decorations without a specific practical function

dead cultures that no longer produce any vital signs.
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His battle was against Neo-colonialism in Peruvian

array of artists, emitted a manifesto in 1947 where they

architecture, a style that permeated the elite’s prefer-

pointed out the anachronistic nature of architecture in

ences in the 1940s (Rodríguez 2014: xxi, xxx-xxxi),

the country and argued that “instead of responding to

as well as other historicisms. Miró-Quesada’s bet for

present needs for clarity and sense that can be verified in

a new architecture was depoliticized in its attempt

the spatiality of the interior,” the discipline was overly

to develop a defense of art against ideology, which

concerned “with exterior appearances and the continu-

in his assessment devalued the former. His cultur-

ation of traditional academic lines” (Carranza & Lara

alist and spiritualist approach was developed in

2014: 149). The harsh words of the Agrupación Espa-

a context where the discussions about modernity

cio towards the architectural tradition were as follows:

where polarized between the Communist Party and

The styles of the 18th and 19th centuries were not but
arbitrary combinations and perfectly irresponsible alterations of ancient architectural beliefs. An anti-art, in
which the decorative, the accessory, the intrascendent
and the superficial were used as vague mystifications.
(Agrupación Espacio 1947)

APRA radical politics on one side, economic liberalism and Catholic conservatism, on the other.
Miró-Quesada rejected any need for continuity in

In Peruvian context, nostalgia was not only a traPeruvian architecture and bestowed avant-garde arguditionalist view that held some past time as an idyllic
ments about the predominance of time over space.
moment where all things were better. The politics of
His argument was in favor of architectural practice of
nostalgia deepened the different historical moments
building for the present, and rooted in a functionalist
reclaimed by the social classes. A Neo-colonial archiframework, contended for the elimination of any histecture longed for the times of the Virreinato under
torical attributes in modern architecture. Miró-Quesathe Spanish Crown, where the landed elites could rule
da spearheaded the modernist movement in Peruvian
over the indigenous and mestizo populations, whereas
architecture with the publication of the mentioned
the Neo-peruvian style attempted to fuse pre-Hispanic
book and the foundation of the Agrupación Espacio,
motifs with neoclassical architecture. Miró-Quesada,
a group of students and professors from the National
in his struggle against these forms of historicism develSchool of Engineers that eventually gathered a varied
oped a depoliticized architecture that would attempt
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to adapt modernity’s universalist claims to local reality,

cized adoption of progress. At the same time, the ar-

making an effort to bring to life an authentic modern-

chitectural vanguards dismissed any reference to the

ist language that to this day has not been accomplished.

traditional as mere academicism and the recupera-

While Miró-Quesada battled with historicism in archi-

tion of vernacular form as being stuck in the folkloric.

tectural practice, his avant-garde group also held some

We have so far reviewed some of the attitudes to-

antipathies towards vernacular expressions in design

wards national history and the past in relation to

and construction: “In Peru, we must affirm it, disorien-

architecture in two very different societies which,

tation and apathy take alarming contours. The artists

yet, maintained some similarities in their position-

that must be conductors and guides of creation, are still

ing in history and the world system throughout the

lost in folkloric topics” (Agrupación Espacio 1947).

centuries. Arguably, though, it was these oppos-

The opening passage of Héctor Velarde’s story is

ing attitudes that conferred some degree of diver-

about a frustrated architect trying to convince an up-

gence in their trajectories in architectural history.

per class woman to build her house in a local style
that could express the reality in which she lives—and
not only copy Nordic forms that have nothing to do
with the geography in which she insists on placing a

1

Such consideration of the private home as a model on which to base

social reform is not exclusively a 20th century phenomenon. Michelle

functionalist northern chalet. Peruvian architecture

Facos has explored the implications of late 19th century artist Carl Larsson’s watercolor illustrations of Lilla Hyttnäs, his countryside house in the

has been truncated by the impossibility of a national

Swedish central province of Dalarna. The artist conceived his illustrations
as a model for reform of domestic decoration and design to improve the

language to emerge, partly because of stubborn elites

quality of life of modern housing dwellers. As Facos says, Lilla Hyttnäs is
interpreted as “a locus of yearning for an idealized, pre-industrial past that

obsessed with the prestige of foreign design and an

provides both a conceptual and material template for attaining the comfort and happiness associated with an imagined earlier time” (1996: 91).

apparently irreconcilable relation with rural and ver2

Espacio en el tiempo: La arquitectura como fenómeno cultural, by its

nacular architectural expressions, located, unlike the

original Spanish title.

Swedish case, in an undesirable past which were to

3

Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana, or American Popular

Revolutionary Alliance in english.

be surmounted by the unquestioned and depoliti-
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Lear’s Tyranny
n Qaddafi’s Libya

L&"3's Tyranny
in G"%%"'*'s Libya

Murray Smith

H

between the play and the 2011 Libyan revolution.
ave you ever noticed how dogs tend to be afraid
Both leaders are suspected of having health issues, spe-

of vacuum cleaners? They’re loud, make a lot of noise,
cifically mental or behavioral. King Lear is old, erratic,
and suck up the piles of hair dogs work so hard to shed
and throughout the play he seems to slip into madall over the carpet. To an observer their fear of vacuness either through hallucinations or violent outbursts
ums would seem nonsensical, but maybe the dogs are
(3.6.52-55). He disinherits his daughter, Cordelia,
the ones with a little bit of sense. In politics, a power
(1.1.108-20) who loves him most, in favor of Goneril
vacuum often wreaks havoc both for leadership and
and Regan who do not think much of him (2.4.191for civilians. It pulls in everything a country has, and,
92). By the end of the play, through a series of halif the power vacuum fails to spit back out a stable govlucinations and unfortunate events, King Lear changes
ernment, the results are similar to those of a vacuum
his mind about Cordelia and suggests that they accept
cleaner’s bag exploding. The mess is then bigger; intheir fate and live out their days in prison (5.3.8-9).
stead of the floor and furniture being a little dirty, the
Throughout history, many have speculated as to what
entire room is covered in a layer of filth. Such vacuums
disease afflicts King Lear. When actor Simon Beale was
can be seen in Shakespeare’s King Lear and the Libyan
preparing for his role as King Lear, he took note of
Revolution of 2011. In the former, King Lear’s atLear’s strange behavior and sought out medical experts
tempts to divide his kingdom creates a power vacuum
so he could understand what symptoms to portray. Acthat leaves him dead and people he never envisioned in
cording to his sources, Lear was most likely suffering
charge of his kingdom. In the latter, Muammar Qadfrom the early stages of Lewy Body Dementia, a quickdafi’s attempts to hold his kingdom together led to his
ly acting form of dementia that leads to many sympdeath and a power vacuum that devolved into further
toms attributed to King Lear throughout the play (Nacivil war. How can two opposite approaches to governtional Theatre Discover). Truskinovsky discusses the
ment lead to such similar outcomes? While their apmultiple diagnoses of King Lear in academic literature
proaches were different, Qaddafi and King Lear shared
and suggests that King Lear may suffer from some kind
many characteristics—despite the 400-year difference
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of Bipolar disorder and not full-blown dementia (343).

archy in 1969 (El-Kikhia 40)), those with absolute

There has also been work done by Coolidge and Sagel

power tend to delegate power to family members,

who claim that many other dictators share behavioral

specifically to their children. King Lear and Qaddafi

disorders, such as Kim Jong-Il, Saddam Hussein, and

were no exception. While King Lear chose to abdi-

Hitler (195). King Lear and Qaddafi also share some

cate and divide his kingdom before he died (1.1.36-

traits of these behavioral disorders. For example, one

54), Qaddafi planned to hand over control of the

of the traits mentioned by Segal and Coolidge is An-

entire country to one of his sons, most likely Saiff

tisocial Personality Disorder (ASPD), which includes

al-Islam. Although Saiff was the heir apparent, Qa-

symptoms such as impulsivity, irritability, reckless dis-

ddafi had nine children, and the majority of them

regard for the safety of others, and a failure to conform

were groomed to be capable of managing the nation

to social norms (Psych Central Staff)—traits which

by receiving military training and/or western educa-

King Lear and Qaddafi both exhibit. King Lear ex-

tions. He also gave all of his children prominent posi-

hibits symptoms of ASPD when he recklessly insists

tions of power (Tharoor). By appointing his children

that he and the Fool venture into the storm and re-

to important positions of power, Qaddafi ensured

mains there totally disregarding his safety and that of

loyalty in important parts of the Libyan government.

the Fool (3.1). Qaddafi exhibited similar symptoms

Although King Lear chose to divide his kingdom, he

when he commanded his forces to fire rockets and

could have had similar intentions. By providing his

artillery into heavily populated civilian areas without

daughters with their own domains and rotating his

evidence of nearby opposition targets (Chivers). Fur-

domicile between them, under the presumption that

thermore, David Blundy and Andrew Lycett claim that

his daughters love him and are unquestionably loyal to

a 1982 Central Intelligence Agency reported that Qad-

him, he could ensure his own well being while keeping

dafi suffers from “a severe personality disorder” (23).

an eye on activities throughout the entire kingdom.

Whether King or Colonel (Qaddafi’s rank in the

Lear’s assumptions were wrong and his heirs

Libyan military after he helped overthrow the mon-

turned against him. Like King Lear, Qaddafi also
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had to deal with children whose actions contradicted

nepotism at the political level appears to be destructive

his grand scheme. King Lear disinherits Cordelia for

to a country’s institutions. If Qaddafi had put those

not stating her love (1.1.90), whereas in 2006 Qad-

with the best qualifications in charge of defending his

dafi’s heir-apparent Saiff was forced to leave the coun-

country he may still be the leader of Libya; if King

try for criticizing his father (Tharoor). Both children

Lear had listened to his advisers he may have had the

eventually regain their fathers’ favor. Interestingly, the

chance to die of old age rather than a broken heart.

result of coming back into their fathers’ good graces

Furthermore, both leaders shared a love for the

may also have been Saiff’s and Cordelia’s death sen-

superfluous. Both men enjoyed having a large entou-

tence. Cordelia uses her husband’s forces to try and

rage—the purpose of which is hard to pin down. In

restore her father and ends up dead, killed by those

fact Qaddafi maintained an entourage of bodyguards

against the restoration of her father (5.3.255-261).

and servants right up to the time of his death (Human

Saiff tried, much like Cordelia, to save his father’s

Rights Watch, 23). Both men insisted on keeping their

kingdom in his own convoluted manner and for this

entourage even when circumstances and others dic-

he was captured, had his fingers cut off, and was sen-

tated it was time to eliminate such groups. For Lear it

tenced to death by those who now use his father’s

cost him a night in the rain. He is forced into the rain

capital as their own (as of August 7, 2015 the militia

after an ultimatum from two of his daughters: get rid

holding Saiff is refusing to turn him over) (Hilsun).

of the 100 knights or they will no longer harbor him

King Lear and Qaddafi also shared a penchant for re-

(2.4.232-37). For Qaddafi it cost him his life. Qaddafi

warding those they considered loyal. King Lear gave

was captured and subsequently killed by rebels in late

parts of his kingdom to Goneril and Regan for de-

2011. According to HRW a convoy was attempting

claring their love for him; Qaddafi adopted a nephew

to flee Qaddafi’s hometown of Sirte (one of the last

who supposedly saved his life in the 1986 conflict with

strongholds of Qaddafi supporters) when it was struck

the United States (Tharoor). While wanting to leave

by a NATO drone and quickly attacked by Libyan reb-

something behind for one’s child is understandable,

els (4). According to the report by HRW the convoy
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included Qaddafi supporters, guards, and civilians (6).

an example of the tyrant refusing to accept that he is

The report also notes that some believe Qaddafi in-

no longer who he once was. King Lear was no longer

tended the civilians in the convoy to be human shields

a king and Qaddafi was no longer a nomad, regardless

from the NATO attack; however, Qaddafi could easily

of what they insisted on telling others. In Lear’s own

have fled the country in the same conspicuous man-

words: “O, reason not the need! Our basest beggars

ner he had moved around Sirte in the previous weeks

are in their poorest thing superfluous” (2.4.259-60).

(16-27). Qaddafi could possibly have saved his own

Both men demanded absolute loyalty and obedi-

life had he dispersed his entourage and fled into Tuni-

ence. Those who betrayed them were inevitably punished. King Lear exiled his

sia alone or with a smaller
group, rather than staying

S

servant Kent for question-

hould the link between these autocrats be

in Libya after Tripoli fell.

ing his decision to disinherit

proven, it would appear indisputable that the
Similarly, King Lear could

Cordelia

(1.1.173-179).

Suppression

and

stubborness, decadence, desire for genetic
have avoided wandering in

govern-

succession, and oppression of tyrants appear
ment violence were also

the wilderness as a mad-

to be timeless.
man had he just given up

the norm for anyone who

his knights and accepted his traitorous daughters’

questioned or spoke out against Qaddafi—evi-

demands. The men share a fatal flaw—both refuse to

denced by the testimony of those who spent time in

downsize in order to survive. After King Lear abdicates,

his prisons (Abdul-Ahad). The opulence of the Qad-

he still insists on keeping his title and refuses to dismiss

dafi regime, combined with its government-spon-

his knights. Likewise, before the revolution, Qaddafi

sored suppression, was made apparent to all when

insisted on using his bulletproof Bedouin tent, regard-

his family properties were captured, ransacked, and

less of where he was, including official visits to New

documented by opposition forces (Dehghanpisheh).

York City (notably lacking room for a Bedouin camp)

Although both men shared many personality traits, for-

(Berger). Much like King Lear’s title, Qaddafi’s tent is

eign interventions in their countries as their reigns came
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to an end led to vastly different results. For King Lear,

the stopping of illegal criminal gang activities (86-87).

the Franks came to his aid to try to restore him. Al-

Ironically, in King Lear foreign intervention fails to re-

though the Franks lost to Goneril and Regan’s forces,

store King Lear, yet his allies still wind up in power—

the defeat is null because Goneril and Regan are dead.

whereas in Libya, foreign intervention succeeds but

After King Lear dies, his allies the Duke of Albany,

helps to create a bigger mess with bigger challenges

Kent, and Edgar end up in power (5.3). In 2011,

than ever before. In King Lear the vacuum bag man-

Libyan protesters revolted against Qaddafi after he

ages to hold (sans King Lear), in Libya it exploded.

tried to violently crush Arab Spring protests (Denyer).

King Lear is one of Shakespeare’s most remarkable

This disregard for human rights led to many western

plays because 400 years later, the qualities of a tyrant

nations providing air support for Libyan opposition

that Shakespeare describes can be seen in the tyrants of

groups. Alongside western allies, the rebels were able to

today. As mentioned earlier, the work done by Coolidge

overthrow Qaddafi and “take control” of the country.

and Sagel claims that three of the most infamous dicta-

Despite the success of the air campaign in Libya, no

tors of the last 100 years share the traits of behavioral

true authority has emerged. The Militias that revolted

disorders that can also be seen in King Lear and Qad-

against Qaddafi continue to fight amongst each other

dafi. There are also other parallels between King Lear

for control (Sherlock). While the story of King Lear’s

and other modern day autocrats that have yet to be ex-

successors will never be known, according to Hans-

plored. Other autocrats who could easily be compared

peter Mattes, Qaddafi’s successors must confront six

with Lear include Fidel Catsro whose health forced him

issues to restore security in Libya: the proliferation of

to step down and hand power over to a family mem-

weapons, armed revolutionary brigades that resist de-

ber (McKinley), or the President of Equatorial Guinea

mobilization, the assaults by Islamist brigades on non-

whose heir apparent enjoys the high life much like

Islamic targets, the armed conflicts between hostile

Qaddafi and Lear’s (Baume). However, the greatest in-

tribes and families, the stalling of transnational justice

sight that can be drawn from these comparisons could

(specifically relating to Qaddafi’s former officers), and

have significant implications for the crisis in Syria.
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If parallels can be drawn between leaders such as
President Bashir Al-Assad or the leader of the Islamic
State Abu Omar Al-Baghdadi lessons from the 400
year old King Lear could be used to bring a quicker
end to the conflict and immense human suffering it
has caused. Should the link between these autocrats
be proven, it would appear indisputable that the
stubbornness, decadence, desire for genetic succession, and oppression of tyrants appear to be timeless.
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Refining the Consumption
of Architecture in

P*554#63()’s East End
Michael Sestric

A

man beings. Understanding the uses of ornamenta-

rchitecture is rhetorical theory—rhetoric being
tion and strategy is fundamental in cultivating a deep-

the designing of language with the intention of imer appreciation for architecture as a form of public
pressing or persuading an audience. Jeff Grabill writes,
rhetoric. Ornamentation/strategy is the aesthetic and
“Good rhetorical theory helps us think and engage the
structure/practicality is the function. It is important
world in ways both strategic and practical” (Grabill
to consider what these definitions mean in terms of
256). Architecture meets both of these functions. It
the everyday consumption of Pittsburgh’s architecture.
is strategic in the way that it is designed to create an
On November 27, 1955 The New York Times
aesthetic experience for the viewer, and it is practical
quoted Frank Lloyd Wright concerning the architecbecause it creates functional facilities in which people
ture of Pittsburgh and New York City. Wright said,
live and work. Frederick Scheibler Jr., a prominent
“New York: Prison towers and modern posters for
architect in Pittsburgh during the first half of the 20th
soap and whiskey. Pittsburgh: Abandon it.” Concentury, claimed that the relationship between these
trary to this statement, Pittsburgh is rich with artwo functions is critical to the appreciation of architecchitecture that is far more pleasing than prisons and
tural aesthetic. Scheibler said, “It is a matter of relaadvertisements. The framework that I am about to
tionships. Simple relationships. And the relationship
describe allows the consumer of architectural rhetoof the ornament to the structure is one of the most
ric to decipher and experience the unique flair of
important of these” (Cannell IV.17). This quotation
Pittsburgh and develop an appreciation for its style.
parallels Grabill’s words. Scheibler’s reference of ornaThe following questions will serve as my framement is related to what Grabill refers to as strategic.
work for generating an appreciation of architecture
Ornamentation is strategically designed to create an
that goes beyond casual observation—engaging with
aesthetic experience, and Scheibler’s structure is what
architecture as public rhetoric. The framework serves
Grabill would call the practical nature of architecture’s
as a mechanism for evaluation. There are two types of
rhetorical function. The structure of an architectural
questions the framework asks. The first set allows the
design provides its practical function—sheltering hu-
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viewer to consider the intention of the architect. What

Avenues. Bordering the south edge of Fifth, there is

kind of statement is the architect making with this

a wall made of cobblestones. Its location is approxi-

design? To what genre is this architect conforming?

mately 5100 Fifth Avenue. The apartment building at

Answers to these questions allow the viewer to situate

this address was completed in 1960. Plans to develop

the structure in a period of time or consider it as an

this site, however, began in 1954, and a man named

example of an aesthetic movement. For the second

Tasso G. Katselas was chosen to design the building

type of questions the viewer might examine the build-

(Cannell IV.25). The cobblestone wall, which cas-

ing materials that the architect chose. Are they local or

cades with vegetation in the summer months, is eas-

imported? At what cost were the materials obtained?

ily overlooked or taken for granted. Upon researching

Do the materials represent a region, time period or

this location, I discovered the origins of the wall. The

economic status? Do other buildings in the area use

stones used in the construction of the barrier are actu-

similar materials? The answers to these questions allow

ally the original cobblestones of Fifth Avenue. Katse-

the viewer to piece together Pittsburgh’s local style. In

las was planning to build a wall in this location, and

other words, the viewer might contemplate how the

when he saw that Fifth Avenue’s cobblestone surface

structural composition is unique to Pittsburgh neigh-

was being replaced with pavement, he made a decision

borhoods. To employ this framework, viewers must

to recycle the material (Cannell IV.25). Cobblestones

take it upon themselves to conduct the appropriate re-

were once a hallmark of Pittsburgh’s streets. Katse-

search in order to discover the answers to the questions.

las was able to preserve a vestige of a bygone era by

To put this framework into practice, I retraced a

reusing the stones for his wall. Without considering

route through Squirrel Hill and Shadyside that I use

the questions of the evaluative framework, I would

when I jog. In doing so, I hoped to transform my ca-

have never come to research Katselas, and therefore I

sual experience with the environment into one that in-

would not have discovered the story behind the con-

volves a deeper engagement. I am often stopped at the

struction of this wall. As a casual observer, I thought

traffic light at the intersection of Amberson and Fifth

of it only in its practical structure—a barrier that
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separates vegetation from the sidewalk. The frame-

house is a fixture of the Shadyside home tour; each

work allows me, as the viewer, to not only consume

Christmas it is draped in an enormous red bow—in-

the wall visually, but also consider the reasons behind

spired by the Cartier store in New York. In 2000, the

the wall’s visual presentation. This is what Schreiber

house was added to the List of Pittsburgh History

would call the ornament of the wall’s composition.

and Landmarks Foundation—Historic Landmarks.

Directly across the street, stands the Negley-Gwin-

Just a few yards down the street, and across Am-

ner-Harter House—built in 1870 by William B. Neg-

berson Avenue, is Shadyside Presbyterian Church.

ley, a banker, lawyer and Civil War veteran. Negley was

The proposal for the structure was completed in

related, by marriage, to the Mellons (McKay). Edward

1889, and construction began in 1890. The church

Gwinner bought the house in 1911 and commissioned

was built with Beaver County Sandstone, a resource

an enormous expansion that resulted in a third story

abundant in the Pittsburgh area, and it is sometimes

and a wrap-around porch. This overhaul was not com-

known as Homewood Sandstone. In 1890, there were

pleted until 1923 (Perry). In 1963, Dr. Leo Harter

several local mines that produced this type of sand-

purchased the mansion. In 1987, it was damaged in

stone. By the 1960s, the stone was almost entirely

a fire and condemned. The house was only days away

black—thanks to the soot in Pittsburgh skies. The

from demolition when Joedda Sampson purchased the

church was chemically cleansed in 1990 in order to

property in 1995, and began a full restoration (Perry).

restore its original color (Engleman). Shadyside Pres-

Thanks to the questions of the framework, we can

byterian is closely connected to other structures in the

consider the history of the house and its significance

Pittsburgh region. The design is similar to Allegheny

as a historical structure. While homes like this were

County Courthouse both stylistically and proportion-

once ubiquitous on both sides of Fifth Avenue, only a

ally (Engleman). It is interesting to consider the im-

handful remain. The Negley-Gwinner-Harter House

plications of similarities between a religious and civic

survived thanks to the hard work of Sampson and her

structure. Employing similar styles in the design of a

appreciation for historical preservation. Currently, the

church and a courthouse demonstrates the congruent
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reverence for the law and institutional religion. One

derived from the plethora of styles that blend to create

might argue that the reverences for the two converge.

a melting pot of aesthetic. 5100 Fifth Avenue is a mid-

Ultimately, the building is a rich piece of Pittsburgh’s

century apartment complex, The Negley-Gwinner-

history thanks to its visual presence as well as its build-

Harter House is Second Empire and Shadyside Pres-

ing components, which have a local significance.

byterian Church is Romanesque. The juxtaposition

The wall at 5100 Fifth Avenue, the Negley-Gwinner-

of three distinct architectural movements makes for a

Harter House and Shadyside Presbyterian Church are

rich visual experience—especially considering that an

situated within 200 yards of each other. Considering

observer can see all three at the same time. Uncover-

their unique histories, and how they relate to the Pitts-

ing their origins and relationship to the city enhances

burgh area, the viewer can possess a better understand-

the experience of their consumption as public rhetoric.

ing of the architectural character specific to the region.

Upon using my framework to evaluate architecture as

While I have chosen these three examples due to their

a form of public rhetoric, I have come to a few conclu-

close proximity and their especially fascinating histo-

sions about the process. First, questions are valuable in

ries, the houses on the surrounding streets are rich with

establishing the strategic and practical purposes of ar-

character as well. Pembroke Place, Westminster Street,

chitecture. They assist in uncovering unique histories
of the buildings and their locations. Unfortunately,

U

nderstanding the uses of ornamenta-

detailed records do not exist for each site, and there-

tion and strategy is fundamental in cultivat-

fore uncovering information is sometimes challenging.

ing a deeper appreciation for architecture as

Additionally, much of the information I found was

a form of public rhetoric.

not on the Internet. In fact, this paper owes a large
debt to a class taught at the University of Pittsburgh in

St. James Street, Devon Road, Wilkins Terrace and all
1978 called Experiencing Architecture: Focus On Pittsof Murdoch Farms make for a great tour of Pittsburgh’s
burgh. I found the textbook for this course—a book
architectural flair. It became evident early in my inwritten by the professor specifically for the class—in
vestigation that the beauty of these neighborhoods is
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the Frick Fine Arts Center. Without a resource like

architecturally abandoned (as Wright suggested), I

this, I would not have been able to engage with the

discovered that the framework is applicable in any sce-

rhetoric of the architecture in such an effective way.

nario where a person wants to engage architecture as

There is plenty of information concerning large ar-

a form of rhetoric. Though I constructed the frame-

chitectural works, such as skyscrapers, theaters or ho-

work using Scheibler (who is primarily a Pittsburgh

tels. For this reason, I chose to focus on a residential

architect), his distinction between ornament and

neighborhood where the information would not be

structure is useful anywhere. Pittsburgh gets a bad

about large public structures, but rather intimate resi-

rap in the media because of people like Frank Lloyd

dential settings. While the information about my area

Wright, but this project allowed me to uncover the

of interest was more difficult to obtain, I found it more

storied past behind the city’s residential construction

enriching due to its obscurity. The framework allowed

and write about the value in appreciating those details.

me to uncover details about structures that are unique
because they were not only specific to Pittsburgh—
they were also specific to the neighborhoods where I
explored. As opposed to reading about a skyscraper in
a Wikipedia entry, I had to use my own observations to
decide which pieces of the landscape I would research in
order to interpret the rhetorical functions of the setting.
In 2009, Russell Crowe lived in Pittsburgh while
working on a film and he said, “Nobody ever talks
about the beauty of the architecture in Pittsburgh –
the churches, the steeples… It’s just gorgeous.” Crowe
and I disagree with Frank Lloyd Wright. In my attempt to demonstrate that Pittsburgh should not be
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Be Wary of the Future

Ryan Rabea

F

as markets for their goods. This idea exploded, and as

or centuries Central Europe has had the fate of its
of today, the economies of Germany and the coun-

citizens and territories held in the balance by outside
tries of Central Europe are extremely intertwined and
forces. The countries of Poland, Slovakia, Hungary,
dependent on one another. According to Jan Cienski,
and the Czech Republic have been part of multiple
Warsaw Correspondent for the Financial Times, “Gerempires, called different names, and been in differmany is currently the leading foreign investor across
ent places. After the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991,
the region, and exports to Germany power all the local
things looked like they were going to be different.
economies.”1 Her article goes on to explain the ecoThese countries started to make a name for themselves,
nomic scale of investment into this region using the
and they appeared have broken free from the shadows
Auto industry as an example. In the capital of Slovakia
of other countries to become players in the realm of
exists its largest exporter—a German owned Volkswageopolitics. Unfortunately, with new global crises ungen plant. The company has pumped over two billion
folding, it is becoming quite evident that these couneuros into the factory over two decades. The largest
tries are still at the whim of leaders outside of their
exporter in the Czech Republic is a car company called
own capitals. So while these countries have succeeded
Skoda, owned by German parent company Volkswain developing their own autonomy over the past two
gen. In Central Poland, Volkswagen again spent over
decades, Central Europe’s fate is still tied to that of
one billion euros to build a car factory that produces
outer forces, mainly Germany and Russia. The recent
utility vehicles. Then in Hungary another German
crises in Greece and Ukraine will not only solidify this,
car manufacturer, Mercedes, invested 800 million
but they will also have a huge impact on their future.
euros in a factory to produce their new B-Class.1
As of right now, Germany is the heartbeat of the
Not only are these countries receiving huge amounts of
European Union. They are the largest economy in
investment, which create jobs and capital, but also these
the EU, which makes Germany a huge player. Since
plants are upgrading Central European technology—
the fall of the Berlin Wall, Germany understood that
thus leading other companies to have faith in investment
they could use their new Central European brothers
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in these countries. BASF (another German company)

strong ties to Germany, so outer crises that affect Ger-

just invested 150 million euros to create a plant pro-

many will also affect them, that is why the non-reso-

ducing catalytic convertors in Western Poland. These

lution of the economic crisis in Greece will have such

parts are not low grade; car parts manufactured across

a profound effect on the countries of Central Europe.3

the region are able to live up to Volkswagen’s and
Mercedes’ extremely high standards, allowing these
companies to outsource their manufacture to these
countries. Overall, German investment across all sectors in the region comes to 32 billion euros each to
the Czechs and Poles, 16 billion euros to Hungarians,

Figure 12

and nine billion euros to Slovakians. In the words of

The Greek crisis started in 2012, and with that came

Cienski herself, “When the German economic engine

a drop in economic growth for every single country

2

listed above. The ramifications from this crisis were

It is interesting to look at the economic growth of

great, and the unresolved issues of that crisis continue

countries in Central Europe and Germany. If you look

to have effects to this day. The Greek financial crisis

at figure one you will notice that the GDP growth of the

is far from over, and with the election of a hardliner

countries of Central Europe and that of Germany fol-

leftist party into Greece’s government, uncertainty

low a very similar trend. This is not just a coincidence.

is at an all time high with many seeing a “Grexit”

The fates of these countries are very closely related to

(Greece exiting from the European union) as the most

that of Germany. After the financial crisis of 2008

likely course of action. If that ever happens, it would

there, with the exception of Poland, was a complete

send a ripple effect throughout not just Central Eu-

drop off of economic growth. After a slight recovery,

rope—but through the entire European Union as well.

the 2012 crisis in Greece brought all these economies

According to former U.S. Federal Reserve Chair-

to near stagnation. These countries have developed

man Alan Greenspan, an exit from the European

sputters, as is now happening, the region suffers.”
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Union by Greece will cause an end to the single cur-

the euro. Switching to the euro would increase for-

rency system seen throughout the European Union.4

eign investment in their country by about 30%.5 As

Even if the single currency system persisted past an exit

of 2012, Prime Minister Viktor Orban has said that

by the Greeks this would have quite a few ramifica-

the earliest his country could possibly switch will be

tions on Central Europe over the next few years. Cur-

in 2018, but with the current climate it will probably

rently, the only Central European country that uses

much later.6 A 30% increase in foreign investment

the euro is Slovakia; they switched from the Koruna

would be a much needed lifeline to one of the weak-

in 2008. With the end of the euro, Slovakia would be

est and most vulnerable economies in the Eurozone.

forced to switch back to the extremely weak Koruna or

While the non-adoption of the euro will hurt in-

create a new currency, most likely causing economic

vestment into Hungary, according to David Kennedy

turmoil and extreme inflation in the country. Poland,

of the Financial Times, the possible exit of Greece

the Czech Republic, and Hungary do not yet use the

could lead to decreased foreign investment across the

euro, but according to the terms of joining the EU

region.3 If a recession were to hit the Eurozone due

outlined in the 2003 Treaty of Accession, they have

to a Grexit, most countries in the EU would experi-

agreed to eventually switch to the euro. Both Poland

ence an economic downturn, including Germany. If

and the Czech Republic are economically well posi-

Germany is in the midst of an economic recession,

tioned for switching to the euro, but public opinion in

they are going to be turned inwards trying to reha-

these countries is strongly against the switch. Because

bilitate themselves. While Germany will still be put-

of the crisis in Greece, the citizens and the leaders in

ting money into Central Europe, due to their reliance

these countries are growing even more opposed with

on exports to the region, they will be hard pressed to

the knowledge that the single currency system could

increase that investment. This is where the reliance

fall apart at any time. In the foreseeable future neither

on Germany will make these countries vulnerable.

Poland nor the Czech will be switching to the euro.

With Germany unable to increase investment, they

Hungary has the most to lose by not switching to

will have to look to other foreign partners to loan
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them money and to invest into their economy. With a

with, but because of Putin’s seeming willingness to

region wide recession due to the Grexit, it will be near

cooperate with democratically elected President, Petro

impossible to find foreign investors; investors will be

Poroshenko, the sanctions have been delayed further.

looking for safer, more fiscally sound shores in which to

Currently, the European Union gets 24% of its oil

invest their money. This will only deepen the recession

from Russia, with a little over half of that gas sup-

for these countries, and they will not have anyone to

ply running through pipelines built across Ukraine.

bail them out. Germany will have already failed to bail

Vladimir Putin knows that Europe needs his energy

Greece out of a huge recession, and the weaker econo-

T

he fact of the matter is: in the world

my of, say, Hungary will only spiral further into debt.

that we live in, with extreme globalization,
The Grexit is not the only external crisis of which

no country is independent of factors outthe countries of Central Europe must be wary. How

side of their borders.
the crisis in Ukraine plays out will also have major
repercussions for these countries. Russia officially

resources to power their economies, and that is what

annexed Crimea in March of 2014. Following this

is leading him to walk such a hard line in Ukraine.

annexation the worldwide community placed sanc-

He knows that long-term sanctions restricting his ex-

tions on Russia. They have currently imposed two

port of oil will hurt his economy, but will also be ex-

different rounds of sanctions on Russia. A threat

tremely tough on the economies of Europe. Russia has

still looms from the EU and the United States for a

played hardball with their energy resources before. In

third, and much harsher, round of sanctions that

2009, Russia completely shut down the pipelines that

could be imposed on Russia. These sanctions would

run through Ukraine for two weeks. This resulted in

include harsh restrictions on the critical commod-

extreme shortages of energy across Europe, and with

ity of Russian Oil, and further Russian asset freezes.

the sudden decrease in energy came a rapid increase

These sanctions would have gone into effect had the

in energy prices. This was not the only time Rus-

May 25th, 2014 elections in Ukraine been tampered

sia has manipulated oil. From 1991 to 2006, Russia
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used politically motivated oil shut offs 55 different

from elsewhere. Though this may quicken the pace on

times. In 2008, during a dispute with the Czechs,

their development of renewable energy sources, it will

Russia cut off energy resources to them, resulting in

also take time, and cost more money, than just receiv-

price increases.7 Then, in 2009, Russia threatened to

ing oil from their Russian neighbors. The repercus-

shut off all oil exports to Slovakia, Hungary, and the

sions from a possible Grexit, coupled with the energy

Czechs over a price dispute, which could have shut

problems that the Ukraine crisis may bring around,

down their economies until the dispute was resolved.

are going to bring a severe change to Central Europe.

Hungary

Slovakia

Poland

Czech’s

Germany

EU

other a Eurozone recession, but they will still be hit

% Energy
imports

Poland may be the most well suited to survive an-

80

83

59

57

37

24

incredibly hard due to the need for outside investment

from Russia

Figure 28

and loans. They are the sixth largest economy in the

Figure 2 (above) shows the extremely heavy reli-

EU, and the chart shows that they were the econo-

ance on Russian energy to fuel Central European

my that was best able to absorb the hard blows of the

economies. Every single Central European country

2008 meltdown and the first wave of the Greek cri-

receives over half of their energy from Russia. If this

sis. A third meltdown, caused by the possible end of

third round of sanctions goes into effect there could be

the euro, paired with the Grexit would undoubtedly

huge economic consequences. The Economist predicts

hurt the Polish Economy. According to David Turner

that with sanctions put in place, and Russia’s future

of Institutional Investor, while Poland’s economy may

manipulation of oil, the European Union could see a

look good from the outside they are still hugely at risk

rise in gas prices by almost 50 billion dollars to re-

from the weak Eurozone. They are currently the largest

ceive only 62.5% of the energy resources they need.9

recipient of EU Structural Funds and The Cohesion

Not only would there be a shortage of gas, but Eu-

Fund, which is distributed from the richer countries of

rope would have to pay extremely high prices for that

the EU to the poorer.10 With further weakening of the

shortage. This would force Europe to import energy

Eurozone, this money could drop off drastically and
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cause economic problems in the immediate future.

still see a noticeable increase in the price of energy and

While Poland may be shielded from problems of

commodities, coupled with less foreign investment

the single currency system due to use of the zloty,

and a recession within Poland in the next few years.

further weakening of the Eurozone due to a Grexit

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) lists Hun-

will still have profound effects on their economy.

gary as the economy most vulnerable to an outside

Poland learned a valuable lesson in the gas dispute

crisis in the Central European region. This is due to

with Russia in 2009. Since then they have started

large amounts of debt coming due for not only the

building new pipelines to connect with Germany and

public sector, but also the private sector.13 Hungary

the Czech Republic; they also have invested heavily in

had its strongest economic year of growth in eight

a new liquefied natural gas terminal, and, after another

years at 3.6%. This was due to improved fiscal and

two year delay, will start importing natural gas from

monetary stimulus from the European Union.14 So

Qatar in mid-2016.11 If a Russian cutoff did occur with

while they are able to grow with help from the Eu-

supply from Germany, with their own production cou-

rozone, if this money was to stop coming in, they

pled with a heavy increase in natural gas from abroad,

could have an economic catastrophe. Studying the

Poland could meet their own energy needs. While this

effects of prior and external crises to Hungary shows

is an impressive feat, energy costs would see a massive

a clear trend of less investment in a time of crisis.

increase. The new natural gas plant, already having lost
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

8.2%

-9.5%

-2.2%

-4.2%

5.2%

billions before it much delayed completion, will cost
Foreign

about three times more money to import energy than

Investment
Fluctuation

their older means.12 Poland would see an increase in
Figure 315
gas and other energy prices, raising the price of comDue to the 5-year period spanning the 2008 global
modities. So if a Grexit and Russian energy cutoff were
downturn, and the Greek financial crisis, there was an
to occur, Poland is the most well suited of the Cen18.9% net loss in foreign investment to Hungary. While
tral European region to continue on, but they would
there was an encouraging upswing in 2013, it must be
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troubling for the leaders of Hungary to see that when

in the EU. While Hungary may be securing energy for

there is an external crisis their country’s foreign invest-

the next five years, their recent rhetoric towards the

ment drops off heavily. Hungary is already missing out

EU and NATO over Russia could isolate them from

on a 30% increase in foreign investment due to their

their EU partners. They are already extremely vulner-

inability to convert to the euro, and, if Greece does

able to external crises, and if they continue to distance

end up exiting from the European Union, Hungary

themselves from the EU, when the recession hits with-

will see another sharp decline in foreign investment.

in the next five years, the EU may not be willing to

Due to their private and public sector debts, coupled

risk a cash influx and bailout like they did in Greece.

with the external crises, the conditions are ripe for a

Energy costs may stay down, but Hungary is in a bad

serious recession in Hungary within the next five years.

economic spot over the span of the next five years.

The energy problem in Russia will only further com-

If all stays well in Europe, the Czech Republic will

plicate the situation in Hungary. With over 80% of

continue to see economic growth over the next 2–5

energy resources coming from Russia, a shutoff could

years. The key here is for all to stay well in Europe. This

be disastrous. Prime Minister Orban knows that Rus-

increasingly looks like it will not happen, and like the

sian energy is crucial to the Hungarian economy. He

crises in Greece and Ukraine will have repercussions for

is very outspoken against EU sanctions on Russia,

the Czechs. With the Czech republic being tied with

has circumvented the EU in supporting the Russian

Poland for the largest receiver of foreign investment

backed South Stream pipeline to circumvent Ukraine,

from Germany, anything that could upset the German

and recently signed a new 5 year energy deal with

economic machine could upset the Czech economy.

Russia.16 Hungary is directly opposing the European

The crisis in Greece will result in less investment

Union, and, while tensions may have cooled with the

into the Czech economy for the foreseeable future.

delay of the third round of Russian sanctions, if con-

The gas crisis in 2009 was a wake up call for the

flict between Russia and the EU re-escalates that could

Czechs. After that, they contracted with the Germans

pose huge problems for Hungary as far as their status

and Polish to link gas lines between the three countries.
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While this has the ability to lessen the need for Russian

be hard to find for the small country. Slovakia could

oil imports, they are still quite reliant on Russian en-

possibly see the rapid end of their currency, reverting

ergy resources, receiving about 57% from Russia. Like

them back to a weak currency, a drop in foreign in-

Poland, the Czechs could look to other suppliers of en-

vestment, and at the whim of Russian energy policy.

ergy, including local coal, but if Russia were to cut off

Slovakia is at risk for a huge energy crisis in the

energy the price of energy in the Czech republic would

next few years. Slovakia, more than any other Cen-

increase drastically in the short term until they could

tral European country, is completely reliant on Rus-

stabilize their resources a few years down the line. De-

sia for their energy needs. 83% of their energy needs

spite the possible crises in Greek, and Russia, the Czechs

are supplied through Russia. After the energy crisis

have positioned themselves well to deal with external

in Central Europe in 2009, Bratislava knew they had

problems, without too much economic downturn.

to diversify their energy policy. According to the In-

As mentioned earlier, the possible collapse of the

ternational Energy Agency, since 2009 Slovakia has

euro could cause turmoil in Slovakia. The fact that all

coupled their electricity market with the Czech Re-

of the countries in Central Europe use the euro can

public, and is seeking a north-south pipeline to link

be seen as a form of insulation that shields Central

up with the liquefied natural gas plants of Croatia,

Europe from some of the external crises occurring in

and Poland.17 These are good first steps, but they are

the Eurozone. If Greece exits the Eurozone and ends

still extremely reliant on Russia. If Russia decided to

the use of the single currency system, some econo-

end energy exports to Slovakia, they simply could

mists believe it would cause an inflationary spiral in

not power their economy, and the energy they could

the country. This would coincide at the same time

get through partners and energy stores would be ex-

when their biggest foreign investor Germany would

tremely expensive. Slovakia needs more than 5–10

also be going through a possible recession, lessening

years to further diversify their energy resources, but

investment from them and due to the economic tur-

it looks like before they can diversify further they

moil of the region new investment partners would

may have to deal with an energy crisis. Slovakia, like
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Hungary is extremely susceptible to external crises.
Central Europe is far from being completely independent of outside world powers. The fact of the
matter is: in the world that we live in, with extreme
globalization, no country is independent of factors
outside of their borders. The EU counts for one fifth of
the world’s global trade; if they were to hit a major recession it would cause waves around the entire world,
including big markets like the United States and China. Naturally, a region wide depression due to a fiscal
crisis in Greece, and an energy crisis due to sanctions
on Russia will cause a region wide recession in Central
Europe. The countries of this region have made strides
over the past 20 years to make themselves less dependent on foreign powers. While they have made these
strides they are still, as a region, too dependent on the
economy of Germany and the energy of Russia. A disruption in either of these two machines will cause economic problems for the region in the next 5–10 years,
Central Europe must be wary of the future.
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Twilight
Changing the Business and Culture
of Contemporary Cinema

Sara Klein

T

Thus, Twilight began the phenomenon of the hyper-

he Twilight Saga—comprised of multiple controsexualized protagonist female, a larger movement to-

versial books and movies that have been debated around
ward a sexually saturated femininity, which remained
questions of passivity, female sexuality and consumervisible in cinematic and televisual vampire tales.
ism—created a trend within the film world through its
Post-feminism Displayed Through Cinema
marketing efforts and post-feminist qualities. Twilight’s
While critics disagree on the exact definition of postmarketing campaign positioned consuming as a way to
feminism, a broad set of norms throughout cinema
find personal identity by promoting merchandise and
and the media discursively shape the idea of femininity
creating a super-fandom space for a female protagonist
in contemporary culture. In fact, post-feminism seeks
that spectators can relate to. From the merchandise,
to position women today differently than ‘yesterday’.
to the fan pages and social media obsessions, infatuaThis difference often concentrates on sexual freedom
tion with vampires was not just a movement associated
and independence. As stated by Rosalind Gill, “in a
with Stephenie Meyer’s series—it was also a way of life,
shift from earlier representational practices it appears
compelling girls and women to form an obsession with
that femininity is defined as a bodily property rather
the fantasy that for them became a reality. Through
than (say) a social structural or psychological one.”
this heavily romanticized scheme emerged the larger
Women are now imagined as equal with men within
contemporary vampire culture visible across shows
the larger social hierarchy, whereas before women were
such as The Vampire Diaries (2009–present, CW)
seen as men’s property and beneath them. However,
and True Blood (2008–2014, HBO). These shows,
women are still primarily the sexual objects of depopular amongst females of all ages from tweens to
sire, as seen through their male counterpart’s point
women, emphasize female sexuality by focusing on the
of view. In Twilight, The Vampire Diaries, and True
heroine as sexually active protagonist. However, while
Blood, females have become the main character, and
women appear to maintain control of their identity
yet their sexuality is still defined in terms of the male
in these stories, the male gaze within the show congaze. Post-feminist media ranges from adolescence to
tinues to behold them as hyper-sexualized beings.
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adulthood and requires the heroine to go through a

riage to Edward. Bella’s sexualization happens later

stage of extreme sexualization. This trajectory can be

in the books and films, culminating when Edward

seen in reality, such as with popular female stars like

officially turns her into a vampire just as she gives

Kirsten Dunst and Nina Dobrev, as they transform

birth to her child. The timing is significant because

from child to adult actors. The main difference from

she never gains her own identity since she turns into

previous versions of gendered representation is that

a mother immediately when becoming an ‘adult’.

the myth surrounding post-feminist culture empha-

Twilight proved that centering a film around a

sizes the woman’s need for choice and empowerment;

teenage girl and her journey to a sexualized woman-

she believes she decides to sexualize herself, though

hood could enjoy great dividends at the box office,

she is actually objectified by her male counterpart.

which promised nothing but success for post-feminist

The Twilight Saga, written by Stephenie Meyer, of-

films with a protagonist female lead. Although the

fered a good case study for how post-feminism shaped

series has been debated, defended, and condemned

a female identity. The saga became a worldwide phe-

in the popular media for promoting domestic vio-

nomenon in 2008 when the best-selling novels were

lence, female passivity, and pandering to a young fe-

adapted for the big screen (four movies in total were

male audience, Twilight, as a marketing behemoth,

released from 2008 to 2012). Bella Swan, played by

has provided a model for other franchises to follow.

Kristen Stewart, is a desexualized 17-year-old girl who

Strong marketing and public relations campaigns

just moved to Forks, WA. Edward Cullen, played by

deliberately fostered a “cult” fan base for Edward and

Robert Pattinson, is an eternally 18-year-old “hu-

Bella that boosted popularity on- and off-screen. In

mane” vampire whose family practices feasting on

spite of its small budget, the Twilight series went down

animals instead of humans. Fitting with post-femi-

as one of the highest grossing film franchises in his-

nism’s larger trope of equating adulthood with sexu-

tory with a total of $1,363,537,109 earned over the

alization, Bella’s metamorphosis from teen to adult

entire series. Twilight proved that by targeting females

coincides alongside her graduation and future mar-

as a consuming audience, releasing the film at the
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right time in the thick of post-feminist era, and de-

kept them hooked on the series and always wanting

picting the right story of the transformation from

more, thus equaling more money earned for the film.

girl to woman, a movie could change the culture of

A main indicator of post-feminism’s success at tar-

the film and television industry all while showing

geting the female consumer for not only Twilight but

the ideologies of post-feminism in the coming age.

future films as well (i.e. The Hunger Games [2012],

The movies and the books follow Bella closely

Divergent [2014]) was the establishment of a young

by focusing the narrative through her perspec-

female protagonist. Twilight was the first franchise to

tive; the use of first person narration creates a close

successfully prove that other films could tap into a

identification with Bella on the part of her audi-

young female market by building upon the transition

ence. The use of “I” throughout reinforces the sense

into adulthood and concerning the “princess” culture

that this franchise specifically targets women and

and ideology so popular with the contemporary girl

thus establishes the female as a consumer. Mendel-

market. A focus on self-insecurities, romance, and the

son marks how the female audience played an im-

desire to be special is similar across youth and adult

portant role in the ticket sales and franchise success:

texts aimed at females. Indeed, the producers made
Bella relatable by playing into the average teen’s in-

The most interesting statistic was that the audience
was 80% women. The stat showed that even if not
a single ticket buyer for New Moon had been male,
the film still would have snagged the biggest opening
weekend of 2009. This was hard proof that a film entirely targeted at females, centered around a female,
and concerning the narrative journey of a female,
could attract genuine blockbuster dollars without the
male audience […] Twilight’s legacy is that is proved
once and for all that females were a strong enough
movie going demographic to power a franchise to
blockbuster heights all by themselves […] It proved
that female-driven blockbuster could do anything that
male-driven blockbusters could do at the box office. 1

securities and desires. For example, Bella recognizes
that she is “normal” in a sea of extraordinary people.
Before she transforms into a vampire, her characteristics focus on her pre-sexualization and being awestruck by Edward’s beauty and love. Similarly, teenage
girls are often portrayed as yearning to be desired by
a handsome man and to do anything to attract his at-

Female spectators connected with the protago-

tention. During the saga, Bella will do anything Ed-

nist and the film, each in their own way, and that

ward commands. In the second movie, New Moon,
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Bella wants to kill herself but only relents when Ed-

dramatizing maturation through supernatural love and

ward’s voice commands her to stop. This example

of epitomized postfeminist sexualization within each

shows that Bella is not even in control to end her

of its movies. Donnelly points out the importance of

own life, and that Edward owns her and her body.

self and choice throughout Twilight and the decisions

As more films are created that cater specifically

Bella makes from adolescence to adulthood—whether

to females in hopes of having a “Twilight effect,”2

to be controlled by her sexualization is Bella’s choice.

other film franchises are recognizing the power that

The strength of the fan base played a huge role

females have, especially in movie-going, that al-

in success of the franchise, showing that tweens

low for the industry to grow in unexpected ways.

and young adults, who were brought up in post-

Twilight spawned the success of similar shows such

feminist consumer and identity logic, could cre-

as Vampire Diaries and True Blood. The saga created a

ate millions of dollars in revenue. In Hollywood,

market for vampire-loving girls and women who want

it can be difficult to create a multimillion-dollar

nothing more than to be “devoured” by the sexy love

film without a largely inflated budget, but Twilight

of their life. While vampires have become the way to

bucked that trend. Scott Mendelson comments:

represent and to show how this intensity of love relates

sacrifice, and self-control are laudable for young adult

In a time when studios routinely spend $175–$225
million chasing mega-franchise profits, Summit pulled
off the ultimate coup, creating a top-tier blockbuster
franchise for budgets usually associated with Oscarbait prestige dramas or Adam Sandler comedies. The
first film cost $37 million but pulled in $191 million in the US and $392 million worldwide. New
Moon, at a cost of just $50 million, ended up with
$296 million domestic and $709 million worldwide.
Eclipse earned another $300 million in the US and
$698 million worldwide at a cost of $68 million.4

fiction, particularly in a world so saturated with over-

The Twilight Saga created a blockbuster film

sexualized material aimed at tweens and teenagers who

with little cost compared to the money it made.

are already bombarded with media that trivializes sex

The high profit shows the achievement that can

in general.”3 Twilight began a new young adult trend of

come from films, whether good or bad, as

to females’ actual feelings on relationships, the genrefocused narratives are striving toward creating a sense
of choice for the female character. Ashley Donnelly
states, “Meyer’s manifest messages about true love, self-

long
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as the fan base and target market is on par. Twilight

Selling Girlhood

producers understood that they would make the most

With a massive fan base already established from the

money while the films and the drama surrounding

books, many anticipated the movies, hyping them up

them were present in spectators’ minds. Releasing the

from the beginning. However, the success of the mar-

films in quick succession, most only a year apart, gave

keting department aided the most by maximizing peo-

fans something to look forward to, and provided just

ple in the theatre and money earned. Carol Roth states

enough time to promote the films in between. Men-

that there are five business strategies that The Twilight

delson also comments that “The Twilight Saga may

Saga teaches us. “1. Don’t underestimate the power of

have mediocre acting, shoddy special effects, and very

a loyal target market. 2. Have a hook that appeals to

little action, but they did have leads that audiences

your target market (aka don’t underestimate the power

cared deeply about and supporting characters worth

of cute boys when targeting teen/tween girls). 3. Strike

spending time with, which is the cheapest special ef-

while the iron is hot. 4. If you are successful, there will

fect of all.”5 The business comes down to who is in

be imitators. 5. Find a way for 1 plus 1 to equal 3.”6

A

Her key points sum up the marketing strategy of the

lthough the series has been debated,
Twilight franchise. First, the book series had a huge fan

defended, and condemned in the popular
base already; this is attributed partially to Stephenie

media for promoting domestic violence,
Meyer’s writing style, which allows for easy page-turners

female passivity, and pandering to a young
by captivating and keeping readers interested from the

female audiences, Twilight, as a marketing
second they open the first page. She pinpoints what her

behemoth, has provided a model for other
audience, of girls and women, wants to hear and keeps

frachises to follow.
them engaged as each word tugs exactly at their yearnthe film and which actors will make the fans come
ings of love and desire. As previously mentioned, the
back to see more, regardless of the quality—making
books focus Bella’s point of view, as told in the first perthe investment in the fans rather than the film itself.
son, which offers intimate contact between the readers
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and the main character. Loyal fans felt more attached

erism, encouraging the ostentatious consumption of

to Bella and stayed true to the franchise through-

merchandise with young teens that are being taught to

out the books, which transferred into the movies.

perform their romantic and sexual desires. These teens

Thus, the films retained their loyal target market.

felt sexually drawn to the Twilight characters, whether

In the second point, by utilizing the appeal of attrac-

Edward or Jacob. Producers realized their time would

tive men, marketers entice the girls who dream of find-

be short-lived, meaning they had to milk the franchise

ing their future husbands, especially at a young age.7

while they could. Audience members would eventually

Post-feminism, collapsing consumerism, and feminin-

begin to age out, growing older and more mature, and

ity has overtly marketed and sold the “princess culture”

would phase out of the tween phase of womanhood.

to girls through the issues of being a damsel in distress

Twilight marketers went wild selling posters, buttons,

who is saved by a prince. While the modern trend is

and books to get young girls to fall in love with the

to go for an independent woman, she still possesses an

mystical boys and continue coming back movie after

end motive for marriage—desiring to be man’s object

movie. Roth states, “The Twilight people know that

of desire. Twilight strengthens this target market by

no business cycle lasts forever, so they are not shy

casting two completely different males, Jacob, played

about maximizing their potential while they can.”8

by Taylor Lautner, and Edward Cullen, played by Rob-

Stephenie Meyer kick-started the fixation with her

ert Pattinson. Lautner encompasses the strong, earthly

books, and then transferred this fixation to her movies,

wolf while Pattinson is the thin, delicate vampire.

bringing more people into the obsession. Mendelson

Fan girls can fall head over heels for whomever they

states “[Twilight] helped prove that you didn’t need to

choose, seeing that there are notable qualities in each.

expand your fan base if that fan base was big enough.”9

Fans went crazy over the heartthrob men—feeling

The Twilight franchise recognized that its success came

attached to them emotionally—and turned into con-

strictly from the girls who were already in love with the

sumers, buying every piece of merchandise with their

story and were ready to pay money to see it on the big

lover’s face. Post-feminism plays heavily on consum-

screen. Fan girls not only wanted it to be a film, but also
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wanted it to be an identity and culture that people

As such, the fans began to almost market the

could talk about and wish they were a part of. The

movie themselves, sharing their love of the story

marketing began with the investment into the free

with their friends as well as the virtual world. Anne

publicity as the fan girls took to “Team Edward” or

Helen Petersen address the upsurge in site traffic

“Team Jacob.” “Fans of the Twilight Saga” Facebook

from a single mention of Twilight and characters:

page posts regularly (even to this day) graphics, quotes,
and photos of their favorite moments in the books and
movies.10 One recent post quotes Bella: “I dream about
being with you forever;” Edward follows up with a
“forever” as the two go back and forth, showing a lov-

Twilight fuels more than just blogs. It also drives traffic
to social networking and corporate sites; indeed, following the premiere of the New Moon trailer on the
MTV Movie Awards, Finke declared the traffic states
‘astounding’: Summit Entertainment has a count
of 4.2 million views for the New Moon trailer from
MySpace, and another 1.6 million from MTV.com
so that’s 5.8 million combined views in the first 24
hours from its two domestic online launch partners. 14

ing look in their eyes in a photo still from the movie.11
In a mere 24 hours, the New Moon trailer went viral,
Fans were—and still are—captivated instantly by the
and fans overtook the Internet with excitement by
romance surrounding the couple, on- and off-screen,
blasting it all over social media. The marketing strategy
and want to be a part of their world. Online forums
took hold all by itself, as fans just wanted a glimpse of
continue, with blogs and other posts from Twilight
the next movie they had been waiting so long to see.
fans showing creative photo-shopped images in the
Twilight’s franchise hosted segments on popular televi“Edward (hearts) Bella Appreciation Thread,” where,
sion stations amongst teens and tweens. Terri Schwartz
like Facebook, they also post quotes and images.12
states “[…] MTV’s old ‘Twilight Tuesdays’ which were
Blogger Lion Lamb quotes Edward, “ Bella, I can’t live
used to promote ‘Twilight’ back in 2008 by releasing
in a world where you don’t exist,” alongside a photo of
fresh content every Tuesday leading up until the film’s
them gazing longingly into each other’s eyes as they lie
release.”15 Twilight films continued to market to stores
13

down in the grass. Fans are consumed with the words
such as Hot Topic as well as use Indie/Hipster music
on the page, the words in the movie, and the photos
to relate to other segments of the target market.16 Fans
of the two lovebirds, wishing that they could be Bella.
attracted other followers, which led to the ultimate
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culmination of intense admirers with a powerful

quo, whereas The Vampire Diaries and True Blood at-

obsession over the Twilight films, needing a bit of it

tempt to disrupt the status quo; their characters are

every chance they get, in whatever form they could

seen engaging in premarital sex, and their stories fo-

get it.

cus on the older stages of womanhood. Vampires here
The Twilight Effect:
The Vampire Diaries and True Blood

are known as sexy and deviant, alluring women with
their fangs and searching for blood. The culmination

The phenomenon of Twilight left an imprint on society
of the vampire obsession relays different messages on
and culture in the vampire-fanatic world of pre-teens,
sexuality and how gender roles play a significant part
teens, and young adults, because of its post-feminism
in the quest for self-exploration. Hila Shachar states:
consumerism making the primary focus on the female.
Marketing campaigns of True Blood and The Vampire
Diaries take new spins off of Twilight, while encompassing several of the same tactics used to engross fans

Meyer’s Twilight saga compels us to consider the
fact that as members of modern societies, we have a
choice to either accept inherited modes of love and
gender, formed in vastly different historical contexts to our own, or to question them, forming our
own ideas of masculinity, femininity and love.17

into the vampire-cult obsession. Twilight, The Vampire
Spectators

now

can

question

the

un-

Diaries, and True Blood target different sub-age groups
known, the mythical, and the strange, allowto relay the overarching message of vampires—encoming for any possibilities in a world of vampires.
passing sexuality and gender issues in today’s modern
Moving past the “innocence” of Twilight, these
world. Twilight proved that a female-protagonist could
knock-off shows delve into females’ sexual ambitions
succeed in a mythical setting and earn money through
with partners, as well as masturbation. Sexuality is not
a blockbuster stint. Though True Blood and The Vamrepresented as bad, only more mature as the shows aim
pire Diaries relay different messages on sexuality and
for an older audience. Twilight opened the door into the
gender, they incorporate a similar format of Twilight,
world of female sexual desire, and allowed other shows
showing the female lead on a sexualized transition
to sexualize the idea more and offer different meaning
through life’s unknowns. Twilight embodies a reacto females, captivating them the same way The Twilight
tionary text, supporting women upholding the status
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Saga did. Each piece shows a different stage of

awkward as Bella, has the hot and mysterious new guy,

post-feminism, depicting the pre-sexualized ob-

Stefan Salvatore, fall for her. The CW marketed The

ject of desire and the movement of girl to wom-

Vampire Diaries to highlight the brooding male hunk

an through sexual contact with a male character.

as a figure of want and desire, drawing in women of

As explained earlier, Twilight prospered because the

all ages to drool over the men portrayed in a sexual

producers understood that every successful movie be-

manner. Jessica Hatch writes, “All three of my female

gins with a good marketing plan. While both True Blood

friends interviewed concerning Vampire Diaries—

and The Vampire Diaries piggybacked off the success of

ranging from thirteen to twenty years old and from

Twilight, they both cleverly marketed their shows to

middle to upper middle class families—names its ‘hot

the proper audiences. The Vampire Diaries, while tak-

vampires’ as their primary or only reason for watch-

ing a different marketing turn, was still as successful in

ing.”19 The CW marketed the show correctly, recogniz-

its target market field as True Blood and Twilight. Mod-

ing the notion that teen girls and women in general

eled off of the “hot male ready to draw in a vulnerable

would be drawn to the sexualized male. This begins the

teenager” as seen in Twilight and True Blood, The Vam-

discussion of sexuality and gender roles within such

pire Diaries used the same story line. Many Tumblr

shows as these roles grow throughout the ages of those

blogs and tweets demonstrate the fandom of Twilight

marketed. Mary Bridgeman states, “the CW targets a

and how young girls relate to connecting with Bella.

young female viewership using language obliquely as-

Vampires284’s Tumblr page states, “the concept of the

sociated with feminism yet entirely appropriated to a

‘amazing’ guy getting with the ‘average’ girl seems to

commercial rather than a political context.”20 The show

be a driving point in what makes these vampires and

caters to teen women while the CW recognizes that

series so popular.”18 This began with Twilight and Bella

vampires have become a much bigger influence on

Swan, an average awkward girl, falling for Edward

sexuality in television than most spectators fully grasp.

Cullen, the deep and mysterious hunk at the school.

In contrast, True Blood’s executive team came up with

In The Vampire Diaries, Elena Gilbert, while not as

the slogan, “friends don’t let friends drink friends,” which
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be found on posters alongside major bus stations and
billboards through metropolitan areas. This slogan aims
at older audiences, mimicking the drinking and drive

egy for True Blood since the first season leading to
one of the most engaged fan bases of any television
series. #TrueBlood: Live from the Set will reward
our devotees by allowing them to both participate
in and affect the live broadcast through a unique intersection of linear television and digital media. 22

motto, “friends don’t let friends drive drunk.” Marketers wanted the campaign to feel real and to have it con-

Twilight opened the door for True Blood to recognize

nect on another level to spectators. Marta Kagan states:

the significance of social media and the significance

What made the marketing campaign for HBO’s
first seasons of True Blood so remarkable was the
way it was woven into the mythology of the show
itself […] Videos featuring “real vampires” debating whether or not they should reveal themselves
to an unsuspecting human populace were ‘leaked’.
An outdoor poster campaign promoting a new beverage called TruBlood (available for sale at www.
trubeverage.com) and featuring PSAs supporting
equal rights for vampires appeared in major metro
areas, none of which ever mentioned the TV show.21

of the way information and fan bases spread like

True Blood’s marketing team made it appear as a

advanced and grown throughout years of filmmaking.

real event happening in real time. They triggered

What began as scandalous—kissing on screen back in

emotions, especially in dealing with similar is-

the early 1890s, for example—has now become a regu-

sues such as gay rights, to appear as a joint similar-

lar, even expected, after-thought to witnessing sexual

ity between the two in “supporting equal rights.”

encounters on a weekly basis through True Blood and

After all, vampires are people too, and should be

The Vampire Diaries in the late 2000s. Though targeted

given equal rights, according the marketing team at

to different markets, the vampire world in these forms

HBO and True Blood. Along with this, the market-

has brought sexuality and the sexualization of women

ing team created a social media frenzy for the True

to the attention of pre-teens, teens, and young adults

Blood premieres to hype up the fan bases and allow

today. True Blood brings sex into every episode, which

for more talk to occur online to boost the ratings.

when witnessed at first is uncomfortable to watch—

Pamela Levine, HBO head of marketing, states:
Social media has been core to the marketing strat-

but eventually spectators are desensitized after seeing it

wildfire. It is meant to create a strong and loyal fan
base, by connecting to the series on every level that
it can. While making it appear realistic, this strategy
also utilizes forums and Twitter for fans to live chat.
Sexuality represented through film and television has
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replayed over and over again throughout the series.

virginity, and Edward guards it with overprotective

The Vampire Diaries, while not completely sexual

zeal.”23 While Bella remains a virgin for majority of

in nature, still presents the constant desires of Elena

the series, she is constantly trying to have sex with Ed-

as she is torn between her two vampire lovers. In

ward, and he is refusing to allow it to happen. When

the complete reverse reaction, Twilight offers the

they finally proclaim their love, he ends up “abusing”

motto of abstinence, where even though Edward

her during sex and tears apart her body, leaving her

desires Bella, he refuses to let himself “hurt” her,

covered in bruises. Not only is she in pain, but also

signifying that through sex he would be damaging

she is immediately impregnated. Emma Gray states:

her. When he finally consents after they have been

younger crowd of preteens, while still attracting audi-

The twilight series’ brand of sexuality is fairly straightforward. Sex equals bloodlust, and in general the rule
is ‘Just Say No!’—unless you put a ring on it. The series reads (and watches) like one giant exercise in sexual frustration […] The implications of this dynamic
are clear. Sexual urges exist, but must be repressed.
This repression is a sign of commitment and love.24

ences from a range of ages. The Vampire Diaries targets

This post-feminism culture, while pushing to be more

teens while True Blood focuses on the adult and over-

sexually oriented, still shows the old ways of patriarchy

21 crowd. Edward makes it known throughout the

and “no sex before marriage,” a world that Edward grew

series that sex is not to happen until marriage, while

up in. Bella, however, is more modern than Edward,

Bella is more persistent in her wanting. Edward comes

and attempts sleep with him without consenting to

from an “old-fashioned” background, standing firm

marriage. While promoted as a sign of love, this repres-

in his beliefs that he will wed Bella before consent-

sion can also be compared to signs of an abusive rela-

ing to sleep with her. His passion for her and refusal

tionship. He takes her away from her family and friends

to “hurt” her sexually, knowing he is more powerful

to a remote location to have sex for their first time, only

than she is, relays the message of sexual dominance

to leave her battered and bruised afterward. Her undy-

throughout the series. Sarah Seltzer writes “[Bella’s]

ing affection toward him could be seen as an abusive

physical safety becomes a symbolic substitute for her

relationship—her self-worthlessness prevents her from

married, she is left with bruises all over her body.
Starting with Twilight, this has been aimed at the
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leaving her partner, since she feels that she will nev-

boyfriend and the mystical wonders he brings along.

er deserve better. Seltzer states, “Bella’s willingness

She gets every guy she wants, and even has several

to sacrifice her physical safety, her education, and

fighting for her attention at a time. Early in the show,

her family and social ties for Edward, and the well-

a main character named Vicki Donovan gets trans-

meaning but stringent control he exerts over her, are

formed into a vampire. She becomes the empowered

reminiscent of abusive relationships.”25 As preteens

woman that is sexually aggressive. Jessica Hatch states:

fantasize over their Edward Cullen, they imagine an

In its enlightened sexism, Vampire Diaries subtly
subscribes to the belief that too much female power
and liberated sexuality can be dangerous and violent.
When this sexist belief is deployed on television shows,
it often involved “bad girls” doing impulsive or unstable things, which here equates to being one of the evil
vampires. Once Vicki becomes a vampire, her hunger
for blood—a metaphor other characters explain as
“love, lust, anger, desire,” all blurring “into one urge:
hunger”—is uncontrollable and constant. She becomes
the stereotypical uncontrollably powerful woman.26
The Vampire Diaries encourages sexual behavior

overprotective boyfriend who is perfect in every way.
While Twilight teaches them the value of waiting for
marriage, it also hopefully teaches teens the issues of
an abusive relationship throughout the course of the
series. Vampires, through an essence of sexual nature, also depict the deepest and darkest regrets of a

among teens, as well as other audiences, by describrelationship, signifying the underlying desires that
ing becoming a vampire as similar to becoming an
preteens and teens may not have realized existed.
adult—requiring movement through sexuality, gainAs is visible with Twilight, debates take place culturing the ability to be stronger and faster. It is upgradally about the meaning of the sexuality depicted, while
ing the “Twilight effect”27 for a different audience by
many arguments continuously state that it is clear that
giving some of the lustful desires that come with the
the female is configured prematurely through sexuality.
modern day versions of vampires. Vampire urge is
The Vampire Diaries targets the next market of teens,
derived through the female protagonist, and the way
showing more sexuality than Twilight but not nearly
she allows herself to do whatever she wants with her
as much as witnessed in True Blood. The Vampire Diabody. In contrast to Twilight, Elena and Vicki do as
ries focuses on Elena Gilbert, a teen that struggles not
they please because they feel empowered. They do not
only with her average every day life but her vampire
wait for marriage to have sex, yet they don’t “sleep”
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around either. However, Elena yearns for the attention

In fact, she becomes emboldened, asking for what she

of Damon and Stefan, allowing herself to be under

wants in and out of bed, allowing (and thoroughly

their control, meaning that she has no real power over

enjoying) being bitten by her vampire companion.29

her sexuality; it is still in the hands of the two vampire

True Blood encapsulates a combination of the other

brothers. Thus, post-feminism sends multiple mixed

two, The Vampire Diaries and Twilight, bringing

messages, making the woman seem like she is in pow-

forth the shy virgin yet turning her into a female em-

er when she is truly just an object of male attention.

powered main protagonist. It is not uncomfortable

True Blood, being the most sexual of the three, is

watching Sookie’s transformation; rather, the audi-

99% likely to have someone having sex on screen in

ence roots for her, and she discovers herself among

each episode. Emma Gray states, “Sex is everywhere in

other partners. She moves much more quickly into

‘True Blood.’ For each moment of lingering eye contact

sex compared to the other shows, since it is aimed at

that happens in ‘Twilight’, ‘True Blood’ depicts an or-

a more adult audience. Sookie has begun the trans-

gasm.”28 True Blood raises the large questions of female

formation into adult womanhood and is thus able to

pleasure and visualizes it to spectators. The show ex-

move more quickly through her sexual experiences,

presses this through the main character Sookie Stack-

making her more relatable to her target audience.

house, who begins the series as a virgin and the au-

Gender Norms and Sexuality

dience witnesses her sexualization thru womanhood.

While Twilight kick started the obsession with vam-

She is a humble girl from a humble family working

pires among young women, The Vampire Diaries and

as a waitress in the middle of Louisiana. Gray states:

True Blood took it to a whole new level sexually, recog-

Even Sookie, the blond, virginal innocent, departs

nizing the empowerment that female women feel with

substantially from Bella. Although she starts off a vir-

their body today and their rights as humans. The Vampire

gin, just waiting for the right man, once she has sex,

Diaries and True Blood showcase females’ intense desire

she doesn’t end up pregnant—or dead, as so often oc-

to do as they please, giving younger women a notion

curs when women are sexual beings in horror films.

that they don’t need to follow a male in their life—but,
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damsel in distress. In New Moon, she resorts to commit-

Feminist readings of The Twilight Saga denounce that
[…] rough sex can be pleasurable even though it can
be harmful, that giving up one’s dreams, aspirations,
lifestyle […] becomes a positive choice for American teenage girls. It all ends up present a picture of
love as full of sacrifices and personal renunciations
for women. Even more harmful, being more than
willing to make costly personal sacrifices, and losing
friends in the process are seen as indicators of love.31

ting acts of suicide after recognizing that her beloved

Twilight, in reality, promotes very few ideals for a

Edward will come running to save her. She jumps off a

healthy relationship. The saga convinces preteens

cliff and crashes a motorcycle; all forms of huge depen-

to idolize over a perfect fantasy man who they must

dency issues. In an article by D Trem (Darren) on Yahoo!

devote their entire life to. Bella must change the very

Voices, he describes Bella’s behavior and how society

essence of who she is in order to be with Edward

views the gender roles played out in Twilight. He states:

forever. She would die as human and he would live

rather, themselves. Thiss issue brings up several questions on gender, and how it is formulated and expressed throughout the “vampire media” today.
To begin again with Twilight, Bella plays the helpless

on, so naturally the only way to stay would have to
Bella’s damsel-like behavior also reinforces the victim
role of women who are raped […] The main characters
of the film both fall into stereotypical male and female
images depicted by the media. Bella is weak and defenseless. She has to be rescued on a daily basis. At times she
can even be absent minded. Edward is dark, controlling and strong. He is always there to save his damsel. 30

be turning into a vampire—and thus relinquishing all human rights to her friends, family, and any
normal existence she may have had, all for that of a
man. The story points preteens to the role of being

Twilight gives spectators the premise that they need
a damsel all their life, rather than become the emto be saved. Young women cannot fend for thempowered females that they have every right to be.
selves, or make choices on their own, and need to
Within the Vampire Diaries, though Elena does
wait for a man to save them from their distress.
not have the typical “damsel in distress” mode of
Bella and Edward end up having sex that hurts her
thinking, seeing that she is much more sexually emtremendously, showing girls that it is okay to be
powered than Bella, she still will never be equal to
beaten up in the process of showing someone you
her male counter parts. Regardless of what haplove them. M. Carmen Gomez-Galisteo states:
pens to her during the show, her male boyfriends
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still

control

her.

Camilie

Johnson

writes:

[Female empowerment] seems limiting because for Elena, without becoming a vampire, she will never be able
to be at an equal playing field with her love interests.
And even when she does become a vampire she has a
bond with her love interest Damon where she is forced
to do anything he says and can’t not listen. This show
that thought she is independent, she will never be equal
with her boyfriend […] This brought up an idea that
for women to have power, then they have to be sexual.32

having high expectations about themselves and those
that they are hoping to attract. The show teaches
our youth to accept that being the victim isn’t negative, that nothing can be done when all falls apart.33

With two vampire shows signifying male dominance
over females, this gives questionable opinions on what
information we are feeding the youth of today. While
each tackle a different issue, they are marketed toward

Elena encompasses the gender stereotype that most
similar audiences but within different age groups.
women still feel today—that they will never be as
This allows spectators to witness several different ways
equal as men, even when given the same amount of
that females battle through life—whether through a
rights. Many women on the show are treated as obdamsel-like movement or through empowered sexual
jects of desire, especially by Damon Salvatore, seeing
practices—while never being made equal with males.
that the vampire is the desire and the woman helps
True Blood focuses more on gay rights than domifulfill that craving. Twilight showed the powerless
nance over the female protagonist. As stated above,
female who was wanted, whereas The Vampire Diaboth prove that the female protagonist has the power
ries shows the sexually empowered female who is
over herself and her body, with free will to do as she
still desired by male vampires. Elena is constantly
pleases rather than consenting to whatever male dehurt over what she cannot fix in her life, yet she has
sires her. Instead, they focus on gay rights and other
a choice as to those she dates or sleeps with. Howgender empowerment through the metaphor of the
ever, even when she picks an above-average male,
vampire sector. While True Blood follows the noshe cannot compare to his level of being even when
tion and model of Twilight, with the female lead and
she too becomes a vampire. Lauren Hart states:
jumping on the vampire bandwagon, it actually de[Damon] treats [women] as a source of life and also
a way to satisfy his sexual nature. Even Elena, the girl
who he is in love with, is seen in his eyes as a sexual
conquest […] The young girls watching this show are
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viates from the characters of Twilight by bringing to
the table new issues and topics that teens and young

adults battle with currently. Asia Johnson states,

female rights. While Sookie remains the female pro-

“True Blood uses vampires as a metaphorical means

tagonist who is free to do as she pleases, she is not the

of representing marginalized sexual communities in

one fighting for equality. The vampires are the ones

America. The program explores contemporary po-

looking for acceptance among the humans rather than

litical debates about race and sexuality.”34 True Blood

vice versa. Majority of the humans have no desire to

uses the issues of gay rights and portrays that debate

become vampires, and most vampires were forced to

through the message of vampires, especially through

become so. True Blood’s characters rebel against cul-

its plot and marketing slogans. Vampires are not able

tural norms, forcing the new progressive movements

to marry except in Vermont. They are given lim-

to eventually be accepted as normal as the show

ited rights even though they are deemed as people.

continues. Women’s rights are aligned with this, rep-

This can be seen as a direct parallel to the gay rights

resented in each female handling their sexuality in a

movement in today’s society. Johnson also states:

different way. Through the depiction of gay rights
and women’s freedom of sexuality, True Blood en-

The “Great Revelation” is the term used to describe
the day when vampires first announced their existence to mankind. As claimed by Richard dyer,
strategies of identifying as homosexual and ‘coming out’ immediately raise the problem of visibility,
of being seen to be gay. The discovery of vampires
‘coming out’ of the coffin draws comparison with
the contemporary dilemma of homosexuals “coming out of the closet.” The Great Revelation poses an
identity crisis for the vampire community because
they must decide if they are going to assimilate into
human society or maintain a separate identity.35

compasses the varying stances on the issues of today.
Conclusion
Twilight paved the way for True Blood and The
Vampire Diaries to become more successful, but they
each hold a different target market and advertise different messages throughout the entirety of the series.
Twilight focuses on the female damsel who wants

The show even gives way to the “Fellowship of the
nothing more than to please her beloved boyfriend,
Sun,” a group who hates vampires, a metaphor for
advertising majorly to preteens. The Vampire Diaries
the Church not accepting homosexuals. With the
focuses on female empowerment through sexuality,
parallels clearly dictated throughout the show, they
yet still never being equal with the male counterpart,
use the vampire metaphor for gay rights, instead of
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advertising primarily to teens. True Blood, showcased

while seemingly offering possibilities for a female to

in the young adult world, illustrates female empower-

function at the center of the narrative, still imagine

ment as well as soapboxing for gay rights by using the

the female identity through a male-centric sexual lens.

vampire as a metaphor. Vampires are usually known

They long for the dreamy hero to sweep them off

for their desire and sexuality, but Twilight, True Blood,

their feet, all while seeming to be the protagonist of

and The Vampire Diaries showcase this in a completely

the story and in control of their life. Throughout the

different manner by highlighting several aspects of the

vampire novels, female protagonists are never fully in

world we live in, yet emphasizing the female protago-

control of their life, and still remain an object of the

nist at the base of the stories. Twilight began the ob-

male, wanting and waiting to be sexually devoured.

session which lead to a new phenomenon of desires,
wants, and wishes, portrayed on screen, which allowed
the youth of today to learn the bad and the good that
comes along with relationships and gender issues.
While Twilight allowed for post-feminist films and
television shows to be successful, its presence attends
to the varied ways of needing to understand how contemporary society positions femininity as related to
a consumer identity and fantasy. The post-feminist
spectator has become a powerful force in consuming
content, purchasing merchandise, and watching films,
while the Twilight creators recognize the true potential
with the female consumers of the age. Females desire
to be recognized as sexual beings, all while still maintaining the centrality of the male gaze. These texts,
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Artist's Note
What Studio Arts Research Looks Like:
Exploring Perception and Representation through Printmaking

Stephanie taylor

Title: Scrap Plastic
Medium: Paint on Plastic Mylar
Date: May 2015
Size: 5”x5”
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Title: Bird Cluster
Screen Template
Medium: Screen Print on Plastic Mylar
Date: May 2015
Size: 6”x8”
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Title: Death of Icarus
Gray Variant
Medium: Screen Print
Date: June 2015
Size: 6”x8”
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Title: Death of Icarus
Yellow Variant
Medium: Screen Print
Date: June 2015
Size: 6”x8”
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Title: Fall of Icarus
Sunset Gradient Variant
Medium: Screen Print
Date: June 2015
Size: 6”x8”
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Title: Big Bird’s Love Nest
Yellow and Magenta Variant
Medium: Screen Print
Date: June 2015
Size: 6”x8”
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R

ruining a design. It was in Professor Lenore Thomas’s

esearch as a studio artist is not about studying
Screen Printing class in fall 2014 that I was exposed to

and emulating already-famous artists. It is not just
serious printmaking techniques—beyond the work of
about refining a singular piece either—it is about
Andy Warhol to lesser known, but still accomplished,
considering and proposing steps forward, both profesartists such as James Nares and Inka Essenhigh—for
sionally and personally. For me, it is about more than
the first time. This was also when I first became exfinding that perfect color, or even just exploring the
plicitly interested in the relationship between preconeffect of color—it is about presenting and challengceived assumptions and how we interpret a subject.
ing single interpretations of both my artwork, and of
The idea that the presentation of a subject could
myself. It is about transformation through reimagieither validate or violate this relationship soon became
nation, through repetition, through juxtaposition,
a driving force of each of my projects—I reveled in
and through reiteration. When I received a 2015
finding ways to depict highly trivial moments as beSummer Undergraduate Research Award (SURA),
ing very meaningful, and felt accomplished when I
I set out to explore how the artistic choices that go
could make my audience reconsider the severity of
into representing an image affect the way that an
these silly moments with the seriousness of the moimage is perceived, while also improving my overment’s depiction. In one of my projects, I could make
all printmaking habits and skill-set in the process.
the incident of the Virgin Mary changing Baby JeAt this point, I have been actively engaging with
sus’s diaper look dramatic and devastating by using
printmaking for a year. Printmaking mediums implore
highly rendered layers of color and expressive marks
the creation of multiples of the same image from the
over a black background. Not only that, but I could
same matrix, such as a stamp or a stencil, resulting in
also make this image appear over and over by pulling
each original print being one of any number of mulink through a screen. After being a painter for years, I
tiple originals. As such, there is additional potential
quickly grew to love the fluidity of screen-printing, but
to accurately explore different outcomes of the same
at this time I had the mentality that printmaking was
stencil or plate through trial prints with less fear of
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essentially a method of multiplying a single im-

programs with the intention of creating highly devel-

age as a means of extending the use of said image.

oped works of art, a printmaking approach was the

I have come to learn that the preciousness of the im-

obvious choice because of its facilitation of trial and

age goes away in printmaking because the process may

error and capacity to multiply an image.

result in more than one identical image. Consider each

During the SURA program, I prioritized finding

print being an “extra life” in a game; if you start out

methods of working effectively through problem-solv-

with ten prints, or ten lives, you have ten opportunities

ing my studio habits, and even redefining what I con-

to see the print through to the completion of one ideal

sidered “effectiveness” to be. I strove to be conscientious

image. In most cases, you do not need to fear losing

about constantly reevaluating my art and my approach

the image altogether because there is still the potential

to art, and I had to be honest with myself as to when

to save a physical remnant of how that image once was

things were or were not working. At one point, I paint-

prior to making a change. After doing printmaking for

ed something for one of my initial ideas and deter-

some time, I no longer considered having more prints

mined that the marks left on the piece of scrap plastic I

as having “more lives,” but rather, having the poten-

used as a drop cloth were more interesting than what I

tial to realize new outcomes with the same image.

had actually intended to make (Figure 1). I made these

If you consider that an image’s representation is due

loose marks into a stencil in my screen by using a photo

to artistic choices ranging from nuanced decisions, like

emulsion technique, which required putting the plastic

the difference between shades of color, to significant

into a light chamber with a silkscreen so that the marks

decisions, such as the chosen medium or the subjects

would block out the light that is being projected at the

being depicted, then it becomes apparent how low the

screen coated in a light-sensitive chemical, in order to

odds of creating a successful image are without con-

transfer the positive image to the screen. The result-

siderable experimentation first. Furthermore, works

ing stencil was a rudimentary silhouette of the marks

may need to be revisited again and again in order to

that I had made on the scrap paper. I then printed this

reach their full potential. When I applied to summer

stencil and layered it on a single film, over and over,
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to make the “Bird Cluster” template that I then shot

how would I represent a concept like death, espe-

into my screen again, as a new stencil (Figure 2).

cially considering the bittersweet nature of Icarus’s

In continuously printing on clear plastic sheets for

demise? Does death need to be dark and oppressing,

these formative steps, I have also preserved my pro-

due to its terminality? Could there be light and glo-

cess for replication at a later time because I can shoot

ry in a death that occurred as a result of being un-

them into my screen continuously with consistent re-

able to stop doing something that just felt too good?

sults; with the use of a scanner and digital imaging,

I decided to explore the death within “The Death of

I can later replicate my image on a larger scale. This

Icarus” as being a fall into black, such as in Figure 3,

method not only enabled me to think within layers,

and as a blinding fade into white, such as in Figure 4.

it was also far more abstract and process-based than

For “The Fall of Icarus,” I decided to make a print that

anything I had ever done before, and I embraced it.

was more grounded in visual logic than the monochro-

I could make a series of prints as studies on a small-

matic “Death” prints and to employ sunset imagery

er scale, and then redo the same image larger with

and feathers that were set apart from the background to

fewer resources, more thought, and more certainty.

enhance the image of Icarus falling (Figure 5). For my

In starting with a silhouette of a potential image,

other interpretation, I decided to make an absurd take

I asked myself, “What does this look like?” I saw the

on the stencil with bright yellow feathers against a ma-

potential to make a narrative about feathers falling in

genta background, “Big Bird’s Love Nest” (Figure 6).

some sort of aftermath and considered two absurdly

I used these print studies in my presentation to

different possible interpretations: the story of Ica-

my fellow SURA recipients as a means of gathering

rus, and some birds fornicating. I thought about the

feedback on the studies that I could consider, for my

myth of Icarus, a Greek tragedy of a youth’s death

revised versions, by simulating the critique atmosphere

for flying too close to the sun, and saw the potential

that Studio Arts students utilize in intro- and upper-

to represent two aspects of the myth: the death, and

level classes. This exercise resulted in tangible criti-

the fall. Then, I had to consider more specifically,

cism for my reflection, as a form of data collection, and
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also demonstrated the expanse and severity of the ar-

gested that it is because having the Icarus prints as a

tistic choices that shape each art project to the class.

frame of reference cheapened “Big Bird’s Love Nest”

It was important to me to try to establish to my inter-

into feeling like a parody of something more serious.

disciplinary audience that—despite the notorious sub-

While I may not have displayed the prints right next

jectivity of art—visual choices aren’t mere matters of

to each other in any other scenario, this information

opinion that exist without consequence. Visual choices

was important to consider nonetheless. I want to be

are decisions that mold the viewer’s interpretation of a

sure that I do not inadvertently invalidate my own

piece of art in ways that act independently of the artist’s

artwork in a more professional setting, like a gallery.

intentions. The resulting difference from the decision

In doing my research, I have done more than just

to represent death with a yellow color scheme present-

create art—I’ve developed a mature method of work-

ed almost as many new interpretations of the picture

ing. Making the same image in four color schemes re-

for the class as did naming one version of the print

quired cleanliness, organization, and detailed notes—

“Fall of Icarus” instead of “Death of Icarus.” It took

especially when you consider that part of the intention

the non-Studio Arts students a while to warm up to

behind these studies is that they would be replicable on

the informal discussion that occurs during a classroom

a larger scale. I kept a print log that detailed my layers

art critique, but I learned as much from their silence,

and labeled my ink mixtures; I even began to obsess

or implied discomfort, as I did from their comments.

over having clean hands as to avoid tainting any of my

Fewer students discussed the yellow and purple

mixed inks or marring the borders of my in-progress

variation of the “Bird Cluster” template entitled “Big

prints. Furthermore, I have taken a new approach to

Bird’s Love Nest” because the print did not seem seri-

art making that emphasizes the process of making art.

ous enough to be given the same consideration as the

In becoming more concerned about the process, as op-

other prints that referenced the Icarus myth, despite

posed to just finishing a picture, I am allowing my-

the substantial pop cultural implications of Big Bird’s

self to let a piece develop more fluidly, layer-by-layer.

sexuality in this print (Figure 6). One student sug-

I am currently in the middle of finishing a larger version of
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the yellow “Death of Icarus” and the “Fall of Icarus”

of elements within a piece and the actual resulting

studies, with revisions based on the criticism I’ve re-

artworks themselves, so that the same image acts in a

ceived and my own reconsiderations regarding the

way that is completely changed. My research in print-

print studies. I’ve made a significant improvement

making is about being able to say that I have fully uti-

by clarifying the various elements that are interacting

lized the features that are truly unique to the medium.

within the background of the print studies; many of

My work from the SURA program and my fall

my peers were confused by the uncertain and cha-

2015 Directed Study will be on display in the Uni-

otic marks since they do not explicitly suggest either

versity Art Gallery’s exhibition in the Frick Fine Arts

clouds or feathers, but are rather ambiguous. These

Building this January. This exhibition will showcase

are issues that have resolved themselves naturally in

the research of the four other Studio Arts students

the resulting two versions of the print studies because

that participated in Pitt’s Wyoming Field Studies Pro-

they are four times larger, which has allowed me the

gram, as well as the work that I have made here in

space to shape the image with more consideration to

Pittsburgh with the support of the SURA program.

the interaction of different textures within the piece.
I have continued improving upon my Icarus print
as I move forward on other projects in a directed study
under Professor Thomas this fall. While participating
in SURA, I appreciated the opportunity that I had to
work very conscientiously through this single project
as I found my way, but I still have more things to consider in terms of exploring how I approach art, as well
as how we perceive it. My goal is to transcend the idea
of “the multiple” that results from printmaking beyond simply “having extra” of my work, both in terms
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Title: Love and Love-in-Return
Medium: Screen Print
Date: September 2014
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Title: Holy Shit
Medium: Screen Print
Date: October 2014
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Title: Raindrops Keep Collecting Over My Head
Medium: Screen Print
Date: November 2014
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Want to be Published?
- Call for Submissions Forbes & Fifth, the undergraduate magazine of the Dietrich
School of Arts and Sciences, is seeking submissions for its
8th issue, spring 2016. Submissions will be accepted from all
schools and disciplines , and from any accredited undergraduate
university in the world.
Both scholarly and creative work will be considered. Recent
topics have included adventure games, architecture, political
diagnoses, contemporary cinema, creative writing pieces, and art
submissions such as photography and screen prints.

• Forbes & Fifth is open to all schools worldwide.
• We publish twice yearly (in April and December).
• Work may orginate from a prompt, but it must be unique and original.
To submit, email
FORBES5@PITT.EDU
Questions? Contact us at forbes5@pitt.edu

Forbes & Fifth is sponsored by the
Office of Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity.

Get Involved with
the
!
-First Experiences in Research (FE-R)
-Continuing Experiences in Research (CE-R)
-Academic Year Research Awards
(fall FURA, spring SPURA, summer SURA)
-Archival Scholars Research Awards (ASRA)
-New York City Field Studies (NYC-FS)
-London Field Studies (L-FS)
-Forbes & Fifth (F&F)
-Undergraduate Mentors (UM)
-OUR Curiosity Hours

Web: http://www.asundergrad.pitt.edu/our
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OURPitt

